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Light creates the optical technologies that set the pace of industrial
society: in communications, health care, road-traffic engineering
and manufacturing. Today, the city of Munich in southern Germany
has become the focal point for photonics events. This summer, the
two trade shows and conferences – LASER. World of Photonics
and FiberComm – will be the meeting point of the industry.

From 13–16 June 2005, more than 800 exhibitors from estab-
lished market leaders to innovative start-ups will be presenting
their products and system solutions at the LASER 2005. World of

Photonics exhibit. Visitors will find the answers to their most important questions: What
ideas, what trends and what innovations will succeed in my sector and influence tomor-
row’s markets? How can I use optical technologies to give my company a lasting inno-
vative edge?

LASER. World of Photonics has now established its reputation for showcasing the very
best optical technologies that the industry has to offer. It also provides excellent oppor-
tunities to talk to the leading personalities in the industry.

The “World of Photonics Congress” is held in parallel with the trade show. This year,
it will feature six conferences: CLEO Europe/EQEC; the EOS Conference on Industrial
Imaging and Machine Vision; Lasers in Manufacturing; European Conference on
Biomedical Optics; Optical Metrology; and the 15th Annual Meeting of Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Lasermedizin. We are delighted to announce that Messe München has
been granted government funding to expand the congress in 2007.

The FiberComm 2005 trade show and conference on optical information and com-
munication technology will take place in parallel on three days from 13–15 June 2005.
The FiberComm Business Conference, “Enabling Strong Networking: FiberComm meets
Business and Markets”, will bring together experts from the world’s leading players in
keynote addresses, presentations and discussions that will appeal to a high-calibre group
of participants from the industry.

In the pages of this visitor magazine you will find details of emerging technologies,
interviews with leading academics, and a selection of conference links, which together
give a flavour of the many events that are taking place.

The LASER. World of Photonics website www.laser.de provides visitors with infor-
mation on everything related to the trade show, including an exhibitor and product direc-
tory as well as up-to-date industry news. Abooth finder is also available to help you locate
any exhibitor.

Visitors who pre-register for the show will have access to the Internet organizer and will
be able to put together their visiting programme online and well in advance. Facilities
on offer include choosing exhibitors to meet, selecting presentations from the related
events programme and even finding out what sessions at the congress feature particular
fields of interest. The download is very convenient and saves lots of time.

As a global arena for enabling light technologies, LASER. World of Photonics gives
visitors the chance to take a look at innovative products and their application potential for
optimum market penetration.

Welcome to the world’s leading photonics events. Welcome to Munich.

Klaus Dittrich
Managing director, Munich International Trade Fairs

Register  onl ine at  http: / /www. laser.de/t icket
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As well as its reputation for science, research and
industry, Munich is known for its openness and joy
of life. Its unique blend of world-class technology,
Mediterranean lifestyle and Bavarian tradition,
together with the vibrant nightlife and culture,
attracts millions of visitors from all over the world.

The heart of the city contains the not-to-be-
missed sights of Isartor, Stachus, Feldherrnhalle
and Sendlinger Tor. It is rare to find so many
landmarks within a small area of a thriving city. The
fantastic domes of the Frankirche, the strong
draught beer and frivolity of the Hofbräuhaus, the
magnificent Baroque churches and the royal
residences are all in close proximity to one
another. There are also many pubs, restaurants
and museums, all situated in the city centre.

Whether you want to stroll around the shops or
sample Bavarian delicacies, Munich has plenty to
offer. You can find haute couture in the
Maximilianstrasse and department stores of the
pedestrian precinct, and flamboyant clothes in the
many galleries of the Gärtnerplatz, Glockenplatz,
Haidhausen and Schwabing districts. Bavarian
local costumes, handicrafts, souvenirs and
delicacies from all over the world can be found at
the Dallmayr’s and Käfer’s delicatessens, or at the
Victuals Market in the heart of the city.

Trade and industry
Munich is one of the leading high-tech regions in
the world, and undisputedly comes top of the list in
Germany (Prognos Technologieatlas 2002). Its
position as one of Europe’s major technology
centres is closely associated with Siemens and
BMW, both of which are based here.

The football World Cup in 2006 will give further
impetus to Munich. The media centre for the event
is currently being built on the Trade Fair grounds,
and some 20 000 journalists will use the facility to
send their reports all over the world.

Munich’s strength as a location for trade and
industry is based on a diverse economic structure;
a wide assortment of growth industries; a mixture
of major global players and vigorous small and
medium-sized businesses; a highly qualified
workforce; and an excellent infrastructure. ■

Welcome to Munich: a city
filled with joie de vivre!
Munich is situated in the heart of Bavaria, and offers an unrivalled blend of traditional and modern culture.
After a hard day on the trade show floor, this fascinating city has something to offer every visitor.

After the hustle and bustle of
the trade show floor, an ideal
way to relax is a visit to the
German Horticultural Show
“BUGA 2005”. The event takes
place from 28 April until 9
October in a 470 acre
landscaped park opposite the
Trade Fair grounds. A day pass
costs 714 for adults and 712
for students.

Over 4 million people are
expected to visit the show, and
you certainly won’t need to be a
horticultural expert to find
something to enjoy. More than

2 million bulbs have been
planted, creating a blaze of
flowers. For those looking to
escape the sun, a total of
30 000 pine, ash, linden, oak

and maple trees provide ample
shade. A bathing lake the size of
16 football pitches has been
constructed.

To give visitors a bird’s eye
view, a 25 m high cable car will
carry 2500 people per hour over
a 3 km stretch of the grounds.

After the last visitors have left,
Munich will implement the
“sustainable development of a
new town district” in accordance
with the principles of Agenda
21, which was passed in Rio de
Janeiro in 1992.
www.buga2005.de

The German Hort icu ltura l  Show:  BUGA 2005

Famous sights of Munich: the Siegestor (Victory Arch; in the foreground), St Ludwig’s church (left)
and the Theatinerkirche (right) are all situated on the doorstep of the Alps.

What’s  on in Munich LASER 2005 Wor ld  o f  Photon ics

http://www.buga2005.de
http://www.laser.de/ticket
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Plane
Visitors arriving at Munich airport can take the
LASER airport shuttle to the Trade Fair Centre. The
shuttle provides a non-stop service, departing every
30 minutes from Terminal A, the Central Area and
Terminal D. The journey time to the Trade Fair
Centre is approximately 35 minutes. If you do not
have a guest ticket, you may purchase your
admission ticket on the shuttle. The advantage of
doing this is that there is no waiting and you can
enter the fair immediately on arrival.

Car
An electronic traffic-guidance system will direct you
to the New Munich Trade Fair Centre. There are:
� dynamic road signs along the A94 motorway
and Neue Riemer Strasse;
� signs throughout the greater Munich area;
� three motorway exits leading to parking at the
New Munich Trade Fair Centre.

Subway
The Trade Fair grounds are about 20 minutes from
the city centre by subway. The U2 subway line runs
at 10 minute intervals (and at 5 minute intervals
during trade fairs with large numbers of visitors)
from 5.30 a.m. until midnight. It takes you straight
to the New Munich Trade Fair Centre/ICM,
Messestadt West and Messestadt Ost.

Tickets
Single and multiple-ride tickets for public transport
can be purchased from machines and offices at
underground and urban railway stations. A single
trip from the city centre to the trade fair costs

72.20. The fare depends on the number of zones
that you intend to travel within. When travelling
within the city boundaries, which includes travel
from the city centre to the trade fair, you must
stamp two stripes of the multiple-ride (710) ticket.

Transport  informat ionLASER 2005 Wor ld  o f  Photon ics

Hotel reservations
Maritz GmbH, Dingolfinger Strasse 2–6,
81673 München, Germany
Tel: +49 18 0534 7780
Fax: +49 18 0511 0411
E-mail: fairs@maritz.de

International travel service
With more than 80 foreign representatives,
Munich International Trade Fairs has a qualified
and efficient network of representatives and
contact offices. If you are interested in travelling to
the fair individually or as a group, please contact
the representative responsible for your country. A
list of foreign representatives and their addresses
is available at www.messe-muenchen.de.

Organizer information
Messe München GmbH, Messegelände,
81823 München, Germany
Hotline: +49 89 949 11468
E-mail: info@laser.de

Hotel  and internat ional
trave l  in format ion

Transportation
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Stunning architecture, traditional beer gardens
and famous parks: the city of Munich has
something to offer all of its visitors.

http://www.laser.de/ticket
mailto:fairs@maritz.de
mailto:info@laser.de
http://www.messe-muenchen.de
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Photons in Production, Hall B3
The live demonstrations, lectures and interviews
with experts at the “Photons in Production” area
will focus on hybrid manufacturing methods.
This special exhibit area is organized by
leading research institutions together with
Messe München.

Photonics Forum, Hall B2
The Photonics Forum will give experts from
exhibiting companies a chance to discuss their
latest products and applications. The Fraunhofer
Institute for Laser Technology will also host a panel
discussion on “Lasers for biophotonics”, while an
overview of different photonics cluster regions in
Europe has been organized by the “Bayern
Photonics” network. German association
SPECTARIS will also present “Going China:
Activities of German manufacturers in China”.

Analysts’ Conference and Investors’ Day
LASER 2005. World of Photonics also aims to
create a link to the financial world and open up
ways to gain information about photonics
companies. Analysts from Deutsche Boerse in
Frankfurt will attend the analysts’ conference on
Wednesday 15 June in conference room B41 to
learn about the activities of leading photonics
companies. The investors’ day (also on 15 June)
provides VC companies, analysts and investment
bankers with information on technologies and the
markets. Contact for Investors’ Day: Lars
Unnebrink. Tel. +49 (0)211 6214598.

Laser Marketplace
The 7th International Laser Marketplace will be
held on Wednesday 15 June at the Dorint
Novotel (next to the Trade Fair Centre) in
conjunction with LASER 2005. World of Photonics.
The event has been organized by market analyst
Optech Consulting of Switzerland and the
magazine EuroLasers. The conference features
12 presentations by experts on markets,
applications and technologies related to laser
materials processing.

� The complete programme of related events is
available at www.laser.de.

Photonics specialists from all over the world will
gather in Munich on 13–16 June 2005, when
everything at the New Munich Trade Fair Centre will
focus on light. Well established market leaders as
well as innovative start-ups will be presenting their
products and technological breakthroughs.

The LASER 2005. World of Photonics exhibition is
divided into two categories: photonics applications
and photonics components. The “Innovative

Photonics, Marketable Products” area is divided
into lasers and optronics; optics; sensors, test and
measurement technology; production technology
for optics; and services. In the “Industrial
Applications, Complete System Solutions”
segment, visitors will find optical systems organized
into the categories of production technology; optical
measurement systems; medical device technology
and biotechnology; imaging; and illumination.

Related events
programme

E X H I B I T I O N  O P E N I N G  H O U R S
Monday 13 June: 9.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.
Tuesday 14 June: 9.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.
Wednesday 15 June: 9.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.
Thursday 16 June: 9.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m.

O F F I C I A L  C ATA L O G U E
The visitor catalogue will be available from mid-
May, priced 719. Tickets for the exhibition cost
727 (day pass), 748 (two-day pass) or 764
(permanent pass). Price includes catalogue.

Essent ia l  in format ion for  LASER 2005.  Wor ld of  Photonics

What’s  on at  LASER 2005 LASER 2005 Wor ld  o f  Photon ics

Exhibition information

Exhibition floor plan

LASER 2005. World of Photonics

P
Parkhaus
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fib

In all halls  Medical technology/Biotechnology

expressway

West

ICM

BO B1 B2

TAXI

B3

B1  Lasers and Optronics
B2  Optics
B2  Optical manufacturing technology
B2  Sensors, measuring and testing
B2  Optical measuring systems

B2  Imaging
B3  Production engineering
ICM  World of Photonics Congress 2005

FiberComm
2005

Information and communications technology will be on display at FiberComm 2005 in Hall B0

http://www.laser.de/ticket
http://www.laser.de
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Messe München International
(MMI) is one of the world’s
leading trade-fair companies. As
well as LASER. World of
Photonics, it organizes around
40 trade fairs for capital and

consumer goods, and key high-
tech industries. In 2003, around
30 000 exhibitors from 105
countries, and 1.8 million
visitors from 177 countries took
part in the events in Munich.

MMI also organizes trade fairs in
Asia and South America. With
four subsidiaries abroad and 75
foreign representatives, looking
after 97 countries, MMI has a
truly global network.

Munich Trade Fa irs  Internat ional

All visitors must register for
LASER 2005. World of
Photonics. The organizers
recommend pre-registering
online to reduce queueing when
you arrive at the fair. Visitors can
register and pay for tickets by

following the instructions at
www.laser.de/ticket.

There are some new services
this year to make it easier and
more convenient for congress
attendees to prepare their
schedule. Before attending the

congress, visit www.laser.de.
Services include an online
search for lectures, sessions and
exhibitors by keywords, as well
as an organizer function that
enables attendees to put
together a personalized agenda.

Save t ime – reg ister  and organize your  t ime onl ine!

Global Electronics is Munich
International Trade Fairs’ network for
the electronics industry. It includes
leading international trade fairs in
Munich, such as Electronica,
Productronica and LASER. World of

Photonics, as well as key regional
trade fairs in India, China, Hong Kong
and Latin America. The shows held
internationally build upon the
expertise gained from the Munich-
based events, and open up the

electronics markets of the future.
The Internet portal is an online

platform for the international
electronics industry. At its core is a
company index containing more than
6500 registered international

companies from all segments of the
electronics industry. Beyond this, the
portal offers up-to-date industry news
and market data, product
innovations and application reports.
www.global-electronics.net

Global  E lectronics  network – Internet  porta l  and trade shows around the wor ld

The World of Photonics Congress is a unique event
with nearly all leading international scientific
associations contributing to the programme.
Experts from the fields of science, research and
engineering will present their latest innovations,
and will be discussing the status and future of
optical technologies.

The congress is made up of six individual
conferences. The European Conference on Lasers
and Electro-Optics (CLEO Europe) and the
European Quantum Electronics Conference (EQEC
2005) will offer a cross-section of the best in
optical research. The European Optical Society’s
Conference on Industrial Imaging and Machine
Vision will be held for the first time at LASER. World
of Photonics. The remaining conferences are Lasers
in Manufacturing (LIM) 2005, the European
Conference on Biomedical Optics (ECBO), Optical
Metrology, and the 15th Annual Meeting of
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Lasermedizin (DGLM).
Your congress admission badge will also give you
access to the LASER. World of Photonics
exhibition. Congress attendees can also check their
e-mails at the on-site Internet café, and poster
presentations will be available electronically for the
duration of the congress.

The FiberComm trade show and conference will
run from Monday 13 June to Wednesday 15 June
in Hall B0. FiberComm gives a complete
assessment of the optical networking market. The
conference, entitled “FiberComm meets business
and markets – Enabling Strong Networking”,
focuses on the latest market developments,
industry analysis and business processes, and
examines the latest advances in technology to
understand trends and economics. Visitors
attending the FiberComm trade show will find their
admission badge also gives them access to the
main LASER exhibition.

� Further information on the World of Photonics
Congress and the FiberComm trade show and
conference can be found at www.laser.de and
www.fibercomm.de respectively.

Congress
information

More than 20 000 visitors from 89 countries attended LASER 2003. World of Photonics.
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table-top vibration monitoring

• Improve vibration damping 10x (up to 22 dB) with the push
of a button
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Finally, a single source-solution for all your ultrafast
requirements. Newport and Spectra-Physics have
joined forces to offer you the widest choice of lasers,
photonic instruments and precision components for
your ultrafast applications – all from a single source.

For more information on our ultrafast solutions, visit
www.newport.com/ultrafast28 or call your local
Newport or Spectra-Physics sales office. Contact
addresses at www.newport.com/contactus.

http://www.newport.com/contactus


Terahertz frequencies, which fall between
the millimetre-wave and optical ranges, are
some of the most unexplored in the electro-
magnetic spectrum. This void is known as
the “terahertz gap”, and is approximately
1–10 THz, i.e. a wavelength of between 300
and 30 µm.

Quantum cascade (QC) technology is the
front-runner for providing a source to fill
this gap. A QC laser (QCL) does not emit
light via a transition between the semicon-
ductor’s conduction and valence bands, as
is the case for most laser diodes. Instead,
light is coaxed out from two closely spaced
sub-bands within the conduction band.

The first terahertz QCL was unveiled in
October 2001, and since then research
groups around the world have been on a
quest to raise the operating temperature of
their lasers. Qing Hu and colleagues from
MIT, US, currently hold the record: 148 K
pulsed and 97 K continuous-wave at 3 THz.

What is your approach to increasing the
operating temperature?
There are two key issues. One is the gain
medium, which requires a population inver-
sion, and the other is the waveguide to con-
fine the radiation.

We have brought two unique elements to
the table. Our gain medium uses resonant
phonon scattering. We also use a metal–
metal waveguide rather than a surface plas-
mon waveguide.

What are the advantages of using reso-
nant phonon scattering?
There are a couple. Resonant phonon scat-
tering allows a depopulation of the lower
radiative level with a sub-picosecond life-
time – it is very advantageous to keep the
lower level empty – while maintaining a rel-
atively long upper-level lifetime.

Second, if you have a large energy differ-
ence between the lower level and the ground
state, you prevent thermal backfilling of the
lower radiative state. If you have a larger
thermal barrier to prevent this backfilling,
then your gain medium is a lot more robust. 

What are the benefits of using a metal–
metal waveguide?
Conventional laser diodes use a dielectric
waveguide, which uses optical index con-
trast. This is fine in the optical frequency

range, but doesn’t work at all in the terahertz
range. Terahertz wavelengths are longer and
cannot be confined in this manner.

The first terahertz QCL, developed by
Treducucci’s group at Pisa in Italy, used a
surface plasmon waveguide to confine the
radiation. It worked to some degree, but the
confinement factor was low – about 30%.
As you go to longer wavelengths, the radi-
ation becomes harder to confine.

I come from a microwave background,
where metal is used to do waveguiding and
confinement. The trick is to sandwich the
gain medium, which is grown by MBE,
between two metal layers. You have to carry
out wafer bonding and substrate removal.
Metal–metal waveguiding requires a lot of
processing steps, but the mode confinement
factor is around 98%.

Are your two approaches enough to reach
room temperature, or will there come a
point where you need a new approach?
The metal–metal waveguide structure will
not change. As for the phonon, we need
another design to push the temperature

Register  onl ine at  http: / /www. laser.de/t icket 9

Lasers and
optronics

● Interview: Qing Hu
● Silicon photonics
● High-power VCSELs
● Markets: Diode lasers
● Conference links

QCLs reach higher temperatures

LASER 2005 Wor ld  o f  Photon ics Lasers and optronics,  Hal ls  B1,  B2

Interv iew:  Qing Hu,  MIT,  US

Scientists around the world are
trying to develop a practical source
of terahertz waves. As the race
hots up, Qing Hu discusses his
group’s approach to increasing the
operating temperatures of
quantum cascade lasers.

Today’s tiny QCL devices (left) can take the place of large gas lasers (right) as local oscillators.
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- linear regulated

- current up to 300 A

- for quasi-CW and CW operations

- compact design

- ideal for OEM-applications

Photon Energy AWL GmbH
Bräunleinsberg 10
D-91242 Ottensoos - Germany
www.photon-energy.de

Tel: +49 - 9123 - 99034 - 0
Fax: +49 - 9123 - 99034 - 22
E-Mail: info@photon-energy.de

www.photon-energy.net

Diode pumped Lasers
3W - 120W, beam quality up to TEM00

...new benchmarks!

LASER 2005

World of Photonics

Visit us!

Munich, 13. - 16.06.

Hall B3.139
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much higher. Our current design will reach
around 150 K. I don’t know if we can push
it to room temperature though, or even
thermo-electric cooling temperatures. We
need a clever design, and we are trying dif-
ferent approaches now.

But to put things into perspective, at
150 K and 3 THz, the thermal energy is
greater than the photon energy. This is
unprecedented for any solid-state photonic
device. It’s a huge record by itself, and as we
go to higher temperatures this ratio will
become even larger.

What are the first applications that tera-
hertz QCLs will find?
We have collaborated with a group in the
Netherlands to show that our laser can be
used as a local oscillator for a heterodyne
receiver at 2.8 THz. This opens up a huge
spectrum for radio astronomers, and is an
immediate application.

The long-term applications are imaging
and sensing in fields such as medicine, secu-
rity and drug detection. We have done real-
time imaging in our lab, and can take a
terahertz movie at 60 frames per second.

Is there a market to commercialize tera-
hertz QCLs today?
The only buyers at the moment are radio
astronomers. It will become more commer-
cially interesting when it reaches thermo-
electric cooling temperatures. Things
become a lot easier once people can actually
hold the technology in their hands. ■

Qing Hu from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), US, will give an invited
talk in the semiconductor laser session at
CLEO Europe.

Until recently, getting laser light out of sil-
icon was like getting blood out of a stone.
While researchers obtained light emission
from silicon by either doping it with erbium
or riddling it with tiny holes, lasing and opti-
cal gain remained elusive.

This all changed in October 2004 when
researchers at the University of California
at Los Angeles decided to investigate the
Raman effect as a way of producing optical
gain. “Our approach is fundamentally dif-
ferent,” explained research leader Bahram
Jalali. “The advantage is that we don’t need
special impurities or nanostructures, so the
technology is 100% compatible with silicon
chip manufacturing.”

The Raman effect uses the vibrations
within a material to create optical gain.
Jalali and his team realized that it would be
possible to obtain sufficient gain for lasing
in a silicon waveguide just a few centime-
tres long. They placed a 2 cm silicon wave-
guide inside a fibre loop cavity and pumped
it with a modelocked laser at 1540 nm. The

resulting fibre cavity started lasing at
1675 nm and emitted 25 ps pulses.

Next to announce a silicon laser was Intel.
Also based on the Raman effect, Intel’s laser
comprised an S-shaped silicon waveguide
fabricated on a silicon chip. Pumped at
1536 nm, the cavity emitted at 1669.5 nm
but could only operate for about 100 ns.

Despite the magnitude of these achieve-
ments, both groups came under criticism,
which they addressed through further
experiments. The criticism of Jalali’s work
concerned the fact that Raman lasers were
seen to be purely optical devices, compared
with electrically powered lasers that can be
electronically switched.

“We have now shown that the silicon
Raman laser does have an electronic inter-
face and can be modulated directly to carry
data,” said Jalali. “It has the same properties
as diodes used in telecoms equipment.” A
p-n junction diode and an intracavity-
switching scheme allowed the team to mod-

ulate the laser’s output. According to Jalali,
data rates of 10 Gbit/s are possible.

Intel also found a way to overcome the
main drawback of its original design where
the laser could only operate for 100 ns. “The
biggest challenge was identifying that two-
photon-absorption induced free-carrier
absorption was stopping the gain,” said
Mario Paniccia, director of Intel’s Photonics
Technology Lab. “We now integrate a
reversed p-i-n diode into the waveguide.
When a voltage is applied to the p-i-n, it acts
like a vacuum and removes the excess elec-
trons from the path of the light, allowing
continuous lasing from silicon.”

Optically pumped by an amplified external
cavity diode laser emitting 3 W at 1550 nm,
Intel says the lasing threshold reduces with
increased reverse-bias voltage. The silicon
laser emits at 1686 nm and a lensed fibre
couples the emission out of the waveguide.

According to Jalali, it may only be a few
years before the first silicon photonic
devices start to hit the market. “I think that
we will see breakthroughs in 2005 with
commercial deployment starting to appear
in 2007,” he said. “Examples include opti-
cal modulators, amplifiers and Raman
lasers with their driver and control circuitry
integrated on the same chip.”

However, future challenges may lie not in
the technology but in the fact that the mar-
ket size is too small to justify integrated
solutions. “If the volume is low, the cost per
chip will be high and no-one will buy it,”
concluded Jalali. “For silicon photonics to
‘fly’, we need to see the market for optical
products improve significantly.” ■

Silicon lasers set to take giant strides in 2005
Si l icon photonics

After years of frustration, scientists
have finally found a way to make
silicon lase. The breakthrough
came in October 2004, and since
then a series of announcements
have been made. Although
commercial products are several
years away, these developments
pave the way towards integrating
lasers and electronics on the same
silicon chip.

Intel’s laser is based on a low-loss S-shaped
silicon-on-insulator rib waveguide. Intel has
integrated a reversed-biased p-i-n diode into
the waveguide to overcome two-photon-
absorption induced free-carrier absorption.
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Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs) have found favour in datacoms
applications thanks to high optical efficien-
cies, on-wafer testing and low production
costs. The problem is that increasing a
VCSEL’s output power above 1 mW gener-
ally results in multimode operation. In order
to gain acceptance in the telecoms market,
high-power singlemode devices that can
replace edge-emitting devices are required.

Two highly reflective Bragg mirrors form
the optical cavity in a VCSEL. In a standard
device, a layer in the upper Bragg mirror is
oxidized to form a narrow aperture for cur-
rent confinement. The VCSEL’s output
power can be increased by making the cur-
rent aperture larger.

What follows is a balancing act between
the output power and the state of the optical
mode. Increasing the current area effec-
tively opens up the mirror aperture and
allows an expanded mode volume, but once
the aperture reaches a certain size, lasing
becomes multimode. Simply turning up the
current while keeping the aperture small is
also not a solution, as thermal roll-over lim-
its the optical output.

Two independent but essentially similar
developments have been proposed that
yield significantly higher singlemode out-
put powers from 850 nm VCSELstructures.
In both instances, the dual role of the oxi-

dized layer is removed by fabricating an
additional structure in the top Bragg mirror,
which restricts the spatial mode. The com-
panies involved are Alight Technologies of
Denmark and Sony of Japan.

Alight implements its mode-control
technology within the top Bragg mirror
close to the active cavity. This involves
etching a lattice of shallow circular holes
into the mirror, which forms a photonic
bandgap structure.

According to Dirk Jessen, director of
business development at Alight, this effec-
tively suppresses all optical modes other
than the fundamental, even at higher drive
currents. Crucially, this extra step uses stan-
dard semiconductor processes, making it
suitable for volume manufacturing.

Contrary to Alight’s photonic bandgap
approach, the Core Technology Develop-
ment Group at Sony has tried simply to
enhance the loss mechanisms for higher-
order spatial modes. Utilizing a post-
processing step, triangular holes are etched
into the top of the VCSEL device. The tips
penetrate a few microns into the current
aperture and occupy a depth of up to 80% of
the top Bragg reflector stack. The holes are
then subsequently filled with polyimide.

Alight has already demonstrated single-
mode output powers of up to 3 mW and,
according to Jessen, has now reached

Holey VCSELs target telecoms
High-power VCSELs

Etching tiny holes into the top mirror of a VCSEL could be the key to
singlemode operation and output powers as high as 10 mW.

Both Alight Technologies (left) and Sony (right) believe that etching tiny holes into the VCSEL’s
upper mirror can increase the singlemode output power of the device to around 10 mW.
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even higher powers.
Alight predicts that singlemode VCSELs

with output powers of up to 10 mW are pos-
sible, with the additional benefits of polar-
ization control and beam shaping.

Sony has reported singlemode output lev-
els of around 2 mW, and also sees the strong
polarization characteristics reported by
Alight, as well as excellent side-mode sup-

pression. The firm backs the prediction that
up to 10 mW of singlemode optical output
can be achieved. Both teams also agree that
the technique can be applied to other mate-
rial systems. ■

Gregory Flinn is an independent consultant
to the photonics market and is based in
Munich, Germany (gregory.flinn@gmx.de).
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C O N F E R E N C E
L I N K S

CLEO Europe: Plenary presentation
Monday 13 June, 9.30 – 10.30 a.m., room 1
This year’s CLEO Europe plenary, “Fibre lasers
and amplifiers – status and perspectives”, will
be delivered by Andreas Tünnermann of the
Fraunhofer Institute of Applied Optics, Germany.

EQEC: Plenary presentation
Tuesday 14 June, 10.30 – 11.30 a.m., room 1
In this year’s EQEC plenary, entitled “From
Einstein to quantum information”, Anton
Zeilinger from the University of Vienna takes a
look at how Einstein’s ideas are playing an
essential role in technologies such as quantum
cryptography, quantum teleportation and
quantum computing.

CLEO Europe: Post-deadline paper sessions
Thursday 16 June, 6.00 – 7.30 p.m., room
13a; 6.00 – 7.30 p.m., room 14b

EQEC: Post-deadline paper session
Thursday 16 June, 6.00 – 7.30 p.m., room
14a

CLEO Europe and EQEC: Poster sessions
Tuesday 14, Wednesday 15 and Thursday
16 June, 1.30 – 2.30 p.m., ICM Foyer

CLEO Europe: Technical sessions
Monday 13 June, 2.30 – 4.00 p.m., room 13a
Quantum cascade and long-wavelength lasers

Monday 13 June, 4.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 13a
Quantum cascade lasers

Tuesday 14 June, 2.30 – 4.00 p.m., room 1
Long-wavelength diode lasers

Tuesday 14 June, 4.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 2
Visible and UV sources

Wednesday 15 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m.,
room 2
High-power diode lasers

Thursday 16 June, 10.30 a.m. – 12 noon,
room 13b
High-power solid-state lasers
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After seeing growth of 18% in 2003, the
diode laser market continued to grow in
2004, but at a much slower rate. US market
analyst Strategies Unlimited says that the
market managed only 4% growth in 2004 to
reach $3.2bn. The main reason for this slug-
gish growth appears to be a decline in price
across almost every diode laser category.

“Ranging from 780 and 650 nm lasers for
optical storage, to telecom lasers, to
VCSELs for data communications, price
decreases were ubiquitous and often large –
as high as 25–30% in some categories,” said
Bob Steele, director of optoelectronics at
Strategies Unlimited. “Although price
decreases are the norm, it is not often that
they are so widespread and of such magni-
tude in any given year.”

Acase in point is the optical storage mar-
ket. After several years of driving growth in
the diode market, revenue was flat at
$1.84 bn despite the fact that unit shipments
grew by 6% to 644 million. Much of the
production of devices used in products such
as DVD players has now shifted to Taiwan,
resulting in an annual price erosion of as
much as 35% in some cases.

In 2005, 650 nm laser unit shipments are
forecast to exceed 780 nm shipments for the
first time at 342 million and 329 million
units respectively. This is thanks to the pop-
ularity of DVD-ROMs, which are replacing
CD-ROM drives. However, Steele warns
that although there is significant growth
potential left in DVD recorders, the over-
all DVD market is beginning to mature.

Waiting in the wings are the next-gener-
ation DVD formats Blu-ray Disc and HD-
DVD, both of which use 405 nm diode
lasers. “The next-generation DVD market
will not have a significant impact on over-
all diode laser sales until 2006,” said Steele.
“For 2005, the optical storage market is

forecast to grow by 9% to $2.01 bn, with
very little impact from 405 nm laser sales.”

Unlike the optical storage sector, the tele-
coms market for diode lasers did recover in
2004 and showed growth for the first time
since 2000. Growth was across the board
with the market reaching $943 m, up 21%
on the previous year. However, it should be
pointed out that the current market is only
about 20% of the level it reached in 2000.

Transmitter-laser unit shipments were up
31%, while there was high growth in the
10 Gbit Ethernet sector. Steele says that

prices may stabilize in 2005, and is expect-
ing 20% growth in revenue for transmitter
lasers in 2005. He is also optimistic that the
telecommunications market as a whole will
continue to grow, with the market reaching
$1.13 bn in 2005.

The third-largest segment for diode lasers
– high-power sources used as pumps in
solid-state lasers – saw revenue decline by
13% to $110 m in 2004. Despite a slight
growth in unit shipments, again the culprit
was a fall in average selling prices.

But there is good news in store. “Overall
sales of diode lasers for solid-state pumping
are forecast to increase by about 5% to
$116 m in 2005, with a 19% increase in unit
shipments,” said Steele. “One of the strong
drivers for the pump market will be fibre
lasers, the use of which is growing rapidly
in a variety of applications.”

Looking to the year ahead, Steele is opti-
mistic about prospects. “Overall the diode
laser market is forecast to grow 12% to
$3.58bn in 2005,” he concluded. “Telecoms
will be the leading growth sector, with a
projected growth of 20%.” ■

Falling prices put brakes on diode laser market
Markets:  Diode lasers

The diode laser market grew by a
modest 4% in 2004, thanks largely
to falling prices across the board.
But the prospects are looking good
for 2005, with market analysts
predicting growth of 12%.
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The diode laser market reached $3.2 bn in 2004 and is forecast to grow to $3.58 bn in 2005.

“The next-generation
DVD market will not have
a significant impact on
overall diode laser sales
until 2006.”
Bob Steele, director of
optoelectronics, Strategies Unlimited
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What are the advantages of using lasers
for cultural conservation?
It depends on the application. In the case of
analytical applications, laser-based tech-
niques are non-destructive, require no spe-
cial sample preparation, and can be applied
in situ using transportable instrumentation.
This is very important for the analysis and
documentation of valuable artefacts that
cannot be moved easily, or for online mon-
itoring and control during restoration. An
exciting new development is remote analy-
sis, which is used to examine large monu-
ments and pieces of sculpture.

Laser cleaning applications, on the other
hand, are unavoidably intrusive, and online
monitoring must be used to avoid damaging
the sample. However, laser cleaning is supe-
rior to traditional mechanical methods such
as scalpels, microsandblasting or chemical
solvents. It is controllable and non-contact,
and the layers of unwanted materials can be
removed with a very high spatial resolution
on a micrometre scale.

It is, however, important to get a better
understanding of the fundamental aspects
of the processes we are using. This helps to
define laser parameters such that any ther-
mal, photochemical or photomechanical

effects due to the laser interaction are con-
fined to the layer of material being removed.

What types of lasers are most often used,
and why?
A wide variety of lasers are being used in
analytical applications. These include con-
tinuous-wave argon–ion or pulsed quadru-
pled Nd:YAGs for Raman spectroscopy;
UV lasers such as tripled Nd:YAG or He-Cd
for laser-induced fluorescence; and Nd:YAG

or excimer sources for laser-induced break-
down spectroscopy (LIBS).

Recently, femtosecond lasers have been
tried for LIBS in combination with Raman
and/or fluorescence analysis, and they
appear to cover most needs. The wonderful
thing is that femtosecond lasers have very
limited thermal and photochemical effects,
and give a much better spatial resolution.
Nd:YAG lasers have been used extensively
to clean stone.
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Lasers help to restore artefacts

LASER 2005  Wor ld  o f  Photon ics Optical  measur ing systems,  Hal l  B2

Using lasers to clean stone
buildings and analyse artworks
is becoming increasingly
commonplace. Costas Fotakis
describes the types of lasers that
are being used and the range of
applications they are finding.

The results of laser cleaning on block number 6 of the Parthenon’s west frieze are impressive.
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For cleaning painted artworks, excimer
lasers (KrF lasers emitting at 248 nm) have
shown distinct advantages. Erbium-doped
YAG lasers emitting at 2.94 µm have also
been used. Recent studies suggest that sub-
picosecond KrF excimers are suitable for
cleaning delicate modern paintings.

What other uses are lasers finding in con-
servation?
Lasers are very useful for the elemental and
molecular analysis of art materials and pol-
lutants. What is currently missing, however,
are appropriate databanks of these materi-
als to expand the use of lasers in this field.

Another application relies on laser inter-
ferometric techniques for the non-destruc-
tive detection of defects (such as cracks) in
the bulk of an artefact. Lasers are also use-
ful for authenticating and labelling artwork,
for example via microstructural computer-
generated holograms.

How have lasers been used in the conser-
vation or investigation of artwork?

Recently at FORTH, we have developed
a way to laser clean the surface of the west
frieze of the Parthenon in Athens. This
unique monument from the Acropolis has
suffered from severe weathering and pol-
lution. Initially, the application of lasers
for the removal of this thick layer was pro-
hibited because the standard cleaning
method (1064 nm from a Q-switched
Nd:YAG) led to the discoloration of the
cleaned marble.

We have shown that the simultaneous
application of two wavelengths – at energy
fluences of 0.5–3 J/cm2 and up to 200 pulses
– is able to remove deposits in a controlled
way with no discoloration of the original
marble. The cleaning mechanisms that lead
to this optimal effect are being investigated
in detail.

Interferometric techniques are also com-
ing of age. We are collaborating with sev-
eral partners from universities and industry
within two European projects to establish
the know-how in this field. For example,
double-exposure holographic interferome-

try can be used to obtain data on the struc-
tural condition of an artwork and to detect
any hidden defects. The technique can give
structural information independent of the
surface roughness, shape or material inho-
mogeneity of the object, and is non-destruc-
tive. An Nd:YAG emitting at 532 nm is used
in this technique, giving an in-plane inten-
sity of a few tens of microwatts/cm2.

We have applied this technique to an El
Greco painting from Athens, before and
after it had been on loan in Spain. This
allowed us to monitor the effects of trans-
portation. We have also used this technique
to assess any long-term mechanical effects
of laser cleaning – for example, monitoring
the effect of the shockwaves that are
induced by the laser. ■
● Costas Fotakis of FORTH/IESL in
Crete, Greece, will chair the CLEO
Europe symposium on laser technology
for the preservation of cultural heritage.

Rob van den Berg is a freelance science
journalist based in the Netherlands.
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The advent of mass consumer applications,
such as camera phones and imaging sys-
tems in cars that turn on the windscreen
wipers when it rains, means that lenses are
becoming ever more prevalent in society.
But as production volumes rise, there is a
growing need for flexible and fast methods
to gauge the quality of the lenses.

The parameter used to determine the
quality of a lens is the modulation transfer
function (MTF). The MTF is the spatial fre-
quency response of an imaging system or a
component such as a lens. High spatial fre-
quencies correspond to fine image detail.
The better the response of the lens, the finer
the detail it can resolve.

“The problem is that traditionally MTF
measurements could take up to 20 minutes
per lens,” said Samuel Sadoulet of Edmund
Optics. “You can ramp up and have high-
volume lens production, but you can’t do
quality control at very high volumes with
traditional MTF techniques.”

This situation prompted the firm to
develop a fast, accurate and flexible system
that can be used for quality control in a pro-
duction environment. “The instrument is
essentially a ‘go/no go’ gauge,” explained
Sadoulet. “The user inputs an acceptable
threshold, and based on that they either
accept or reject the lens. This is not some-
thing you would use in an engineering lab to
calibrate a lens. The technology is much bet-
ter geared towards production equipment.”

Edmund Optics’ instrument can process
one lens every 4 s, and the company is now
trying to improve this speed. But how does
the system work?

The system calculates the MTF using an
edge response technique. This essentially
involves seeing how an edge is blurred by a

lens. The extent of the blurring can then be
used to calculate the MTF of the lens.

In traditional MTF measuring stations, a
camera is fitted with a microscope objective
to magnify the blur. The problem is that only
a small portion of the field of view of the
lens can be measured at any one time, which
adds up to the 20 minutes per lens figure.

“We changed the geometry of the edge by
tilting it,” said Sadoulet. “This stretches out
the edge response – essentially stretching
out the blur. This means that you don’t need
the microscope objective, and you can char-
acterize the full field of view at once. The
technique also works regardless of the mag-
nification of the lens.”

According to Sadoulet, one of the target
markets for this technology is the automo-
tive industry, where both the quality and
production volume of the lenses are high

and likely to rise. The demand stems from
the industry’s desire to add imaging systems
to cars as value-added features.

One example is a rear-view imaging sys-
tem, where two tiny cameras would replace
the car’s wing mirrors. Another is a camera
sitting inside the car, behind the rear-view
mirror, which monitors rainfall and turns the
windscreen wipers on automatically.

“Another use of lenses could be in bio-
metric imaging systems,” said Sadoulet.
“There are fingerprint recognition systems
right now, but the next thing could be facial
or iris recognition.”

As a company specializing in lens pro-
duction rather than capital equipment,
Edmund Optics plans to use this technology
internally, and is not looking to sell this
instrument. It is, however, considering
licensing the technology. ■
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High-volume production poses quality issues
Qual i ty  control

As manufacturers ramp up lens
production, fast and flexible
techniques to determine the
quality of the lenses are required.
Edmund Optics has taken the
problem into its own hands and
developed a system that can study
one lens every 4 seconds.

Rapid analysis: Edmund Optics’ MTF system can pass or reject one lens every 4 s. In a
production environment, the lenses could be loaded into the machine on a tray and then
shipped in the same tray with reject information. This cost-effective solution reduces the
chances of scratching the lens after the measurement has been made.
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Technologies ranging from airbag sensors
to telecoms components make use of MEMS
devices. Problems arise, however, when it
comes to analysing the tiny movements that
these miniature silicon devices make.

Now, a firm called Interferomet, in the
UK, believes it has found a solution to this
problem. The answer lies in an interferom-
eter capable of measuring displacements of
the order of 10 nm, varying at a rate of
100 Hz or more with sub-nanometre accu-
racy. To date, the non-contact, non-destruc-
tive measurement system has won three UK
DTI Smart awards for innovation.

Interferomet calls its technology AIMS,
which stands for Adaptive Interferometric
Metrology System. According to the com-
pany, one of the benefits of AIMS is its use
of a common-path optical setup, which
ensures that the instrument is inherently sta-
ble. The design also automatically elimi-
nates unwanted reflections.

The common-path setup uses corner-cube
retro-reflectors in conjunction with the
interferometer’s beam-splitter head and
electronics. The beam splitter automatically
aligns the reference and measurement
beams in a single direction. This means that
only two alignments are required before use:
the superposition of the reference and meas-
urement beams to form an interferogram,
which must then fall onto a photodetector.

The corner cube has its apex corner
removed to provide both the reference and
measurement retro-reflectors. This keeps
both the optical arms of the interferometer
in the same plane and gives the instrument
its intrinsic stability. The availability of a
large offset range between the beam splitter
and the retro-reflector module makes the
system suitable for displacement measure-
ments in hostile environments.

The instrument may be used as a stand-
alone system or integrated with other hard-
ware, and can be configured to measure

length, angle or vibration. Astandard 633nm
He-Ne laser provides adequate optical
coherence for measurements with 1 nm
resolution over lengths of up to 25 mm,
while a measurement range of up to
1000 mm requires the use of a frequency-
stabilized He-Ne.

Interferomet says that the accuracy and
stability of its interferometer make it ideal for
characterizing MEMS materials and devices.
The National Physical Laboratory (NPL),
UK, has purchased two of the company’s
non-contact systems for exactly this purpose.

NPLuses its two interferometers to mon-
itor differential displacements between the
top and bottom surfaces of a thin film.
Focusing the beam allows imaging of very
small areas on the sample surface, while
stretching and bending behaviour over the
whole of the thin-film surface can be tracked
by raster-scanning the focal point. ■

Gregory Flinn is an independent consultant
to the photonics market and is based in
Munich, Germany (gregory.flinn@gmx.de).

Interferometer aims for precise
analysis of MEMS devices
An interferometer with sub-nanometre accuracy offers a fast and simple
way to measure the tiny movements made by MEMS devices.

NPL uses the sub-nanometre accuracy of the
AIMS instrument to study the flexing, bending
and deformation of a thin-film piezo MEMS
actuator. This plan view shows patterned gold
electrodes. The inner circle acts like a drum
skin, which vibrates in and out of the plane
when a voltage is applied.

NP
L

Interferometry

C O N F E R E N C E
L I N K S

Optical Metrology: Plenary presentation
Wednesday 15 June, 10.30 – 11.20 a.m.,
room 1
Professor Ludwig Balk from Germany’s
University of Wuppertal will give a plenary
address entitled “Dedicated near-field
microscopies for electronic materials and
devices”.

Optical Metrology: Technical sessions
Tuesday 14 June, 8.20 – 10.00 a.m.,
room 14c
Displacement and strain measurement:
Static displacements

Tuesday 14 June, 10.30 a.m. – 12.30 p.m.,
room 14c
Displacement and strain measurement:
Dynamic displacements

Wednesday 14 June, 4.20 – 6.00 p.m.,
room 14c
Shape measurement: High-resolution
metrology

CLEO Europe: Technical sessions
Monday 13 June, 4.30 – 6.00 p.m.,
room 13b
Optical characterization of dielectric materials

Thursday 16 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m.,
room B11
Laser diagnostics in cultural heritage

Thursday 16 June, 10.30 a.m. – 12 noon,
room B11
Laser cleaning and analytical application in
cultural heritage

Thursday 16 June, 2.30 – 4.00 p.m.,
room 12
High-precision metrology

Thursday 16 June, 4.30 – 6.00 p.m.,
room 12
Spectroscopy and material characterization

Friday 17 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m., room 5
High-resolution metrology
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What have been the highlights and
breakthroughs for ceramic lasers over
the last two years?
There have been several highlights. We
have developed sesquioxide ceramics, such
as yttrium oxide (Y2O3), scandium oxide
(Sc2O3) and lutetium oxide (Lu2O3). Since
these materials have an extremely high
melting temperature, it is difficult to grow
them as a single crystal. But using ceramic
sintering at a much lower temperature, we
can fabricate a polycrystalline material.

At the end of 2003, we demonstrated CW
mode-locking in Yb:Y2O3 with both a semi-
conductor saturable absorber mirror giving
615 fs pulses at 1076.5 nm and a GaAs
wafer. We have even fabricated a random
microchip laser using a nanocrystalline
ceramic powder.

We also obtained a higher efficiency with
a ceramic Nd:YAG laser than with a single-
crystal YAG, and proved that the mechani-
cal fracture limit is at least three times
higher for ceramic YAG. This means that
the thermal shock parameter should be three
times larger and, therefore, that ceramic
YAG has a greater toughness for heavy

pumping. We also measured the laser dam-
age threshold of ceramic YAG and found it
to be comparable to or even better than that
of single-crystal YAG.

A systematic study, “Ceramics for Next
Generation Tactical Laser Systems”, was
performed in the US under a contract from
the Department of Defense in order to com-
pare the thermal and mechanical properties
of ceramic versus crystalline YAG. The
study concluded that the thermo-optic coef-
ficients and spectroscopic properties of both
materials are identical, but that ceramic has

a better dopant gradient, suffers much less
from wavefront distortion, and experiences
less scatter loss. Only when pumped with
a lamp is the solarization of ceramic (cre-
ation of colour centre defects under UV irra-
diation) not as good as that of crystalline
YAG. But we think we have now solved that
problem too.

I believe we can now safely say that
ceramic YAG is better than crystalline. It is
clearly superior in terms of its ease of man-
ufacturing. This was also confirmed by sev-
eral groups in Germany and Italy who have

● Interview: Ken-ichi Ueda
● Liquid lenses
● Data storage
● High-power lasers
● Conference links

Ceramic lasers come of age
Interv iew:  Ken- ichi  Ueda,  Univers i ty  of  E lectro-Communicat ions,  Japan

Ceramic optics made their debut
at the LASER 2003. World of
Photonics exhibition. In this
interview, Ken-ichi Ueda, who is
spearheading the development of
the technology, details the
significant progress that has been
made over the last two years.

Ceramic YAGs made their debut at LASER 2003. World of Photonics, and substantial progress
has now been made. Ken-ichi Ueda believes that ceramic YAG is an attractive alternative to
crystalline YAG, thanks to the ease with which it can be manufactured.
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recently published papers in which they use
ceramic lasers for high-power applications.

How do you fabricate ceramic YAG?
We use a purely chemical process to make
a nanoscale precursor. The ceramic YAG
rods can then be mass-produced from this
nanocrystalline powder by a simple casting
method, which is easily scalable. After sin-
tering in vacuum, the nanocrystals of YAG
have grown to grain sizes of 10 µm through
a solid-phase crystal growth. This gives a
ceramic YAG, which is transparent with a
very low scattering coefficient.

What sizes and shapes of ceramics can be
grown?
I think the main advantage of ceramic laser
materials is the scope for scaling them to
large aperture sizes. The scaling limit comes
from the forming process. We have demon-
strated the formation of a 1 ×1 m plate with
a thickness of 2 cm using Al2O3 ceramics,

but we are convinced that we can make a
similar-sized ceramic YAG. This would be
very useful for driving laser fusion.

Are you working on new ceramic mate-
rials at the moment?
We are working on a hybrid material, a
ceramic composite of a Cr4+:YAG saturable
absorber with an Nd:YAG active lasing
medium. To this end, we are putting differ-
ent ceramic materials on top of each other.
We have not yet published the fact that we
can reach a ceramic bonding strength much
higher than is obtained via conventional dif-
fusion bonding.

What is the highest power reported from
a ceramic YAG laser system?
The highest reported output is 1.4 kW.
However, we have already obtained 1.7 kW
using the same pumping scheme, but with a
higher-quality ceramic YAG. I even know
of an institute in the US that has demon-

strated more than 2 kW, but this is unpub-
lished as yet. Currently the highest doping
level is 9%, but higher doping levels are of
no use for lasing experiments. The highest
efficiency to date is 60% optical-to-optical
efficiency.

Are ceramic YAG laser systems com-
mercially available?
Konoshima Chemical Company delivers
ceramic YAG through its distributors in
Europe (Baikowski Group) and in the US
(VLOC). I know of some Japanese compa-
nies that are using ceramic lasers for weld-
ing and cutting. ■
● Ken-ichi Ueda from the University of
Electro-Communications in Tokyo,
Japan, will deliver an invited talk on
ceramic lasers in CLEO Europe’s solid-
state laser session.

Rob van den Berg is a freelance science
journalist based in the Netherlands.

Most of today’s mobile phones have inte-
grated cameras. But due to mechanical con-
straints, these cameras have poor focus and
zoom functions. The problem is that focus-
ing and zooming are usually performed by
moving the lenses within a camera, and in
space-critical products such as mobile
phones, this is not always possible. Ideally,
the camera would incorporate something
similar to the human eye – a tunable lens
that can change its shape to switch focus
between distant and close-up objects in a
fraction of a second.

This is where liquid lenses come in.
French company Varioptic and researchers
from the University of California, US, have
developed two different zoom lens systems

based on liquid lenses.
Varioptic’s lenses change shape when a

voltage is applied, whereas the US group’s
system works by applying pressure. Both
systems have their advantages and disad-
vantages, but Varioptic is a few years ahead
of the California group, with promises of a

product on the market by the end of 2005.
Varioptic’s lenses are plastic devices that

contain two liquids. One liquid is based on
a water-soluble formulation, while the other
is oil-based. The non-polar oil layer is in
contact with a positive electrode, whereas
the polar water-based formulation is neg-

Consumer market beckons for liquid lenses
Liquid lenses

Liquid-based zoom lenses could
soon be finding their way into
consumer items such as mobile
phones, thanks to work being
carried out in France and the US.
We catch up with the researchers
for an update on their progress.

French firm Varioptic believes that it will have a liquid lens, such as the one shown in this
picture, on the market by the end of this year in products such as mobile phones.
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atively biased. The curved interface between
the oil and water layers acts as a lens.

With no applied voltage, the lens focuses
on objects at infinity. However, when the
voltage applied to the electrodes is altered,
the curvature of the liquid–liquid interface
changes, and with it the focal length of the
lens. Such is the versatility of these lenses
that they can switch their shape from con-
cave to convex in a matter of milliseconds.

Varioptic’s research director Bruno Berge
admits there is still some way to go before
mass production can be achieved. “We have
a pilot line that is capable of making up to
200 000 lenses per year,” he said. “But this
is small compared with the million quanti-
ties required by the mobile phone market.”

Varioptic’s plan is to supply the individ-
ual lenses to camera-system manufacturers
whose products are then integrated into
larger devices. In the short term, the com-
pany will target the mobile phone market.
However, it believes that there are many
other applications and markets for these
devices such as digital cameras, endoscopes
and the automotive industry. Berge believes
that miniature cameras using a tunable lens
could accurately focus on paper to scan doc-
uments, or be used for fingerprint or iris
recognition, while still being able to focus
on images in the far distance.

Professor Yuhwa Lo’s group at the
University of California at San Diego tunes
the focal length of each lens in its system by
simply adjusting the fluidic pressure. The
body of the lens consists of two back-to-back
fluidic adaptive lens chambers that sit either
side of a glass substrate. To control the pres-
sure, the researchers use a battery-powered
miniature pump coupled to fluid inlet and
outlet valves integrated within the chamber.
In the design, where the lens can be changed
between convex and concave in shape, the
team has demonstrated the integration of a
telephoto system and a wide-angle system
using the same set of liquid lenses.

“Our liquid lenses are fabricated prima-
rily using a moulding process, which is a
simple and cost-effective process used
extensively by industry,” said Lo. “Other
key steps for lens fabrication and assembly
include fluid injection, membrane attach-
ment and chamber sealing. We have not
worked out the entire process for volume
production yet, but our experience and cur-
rent data indicate that the device can be fab-

ricated in high volume at very low cost.”
Reliability and manufacturability are two

primary issues that will determine the tim-
ing of commercialization. Lo and his col-
leagues have set up a company, Rhevision,
to address these two issues. “Our target is to
incorporate the lenses into commercial
products such as mobile phone cameras
within two years,” he said.

When comparing Varioptic’s and
Rhevision’s systems, Berge believes that
Varioptic’s main advantage is the electro-
wetting method that is used to focus and
zoom. “Rhevision’s lens is easier to manu-
facture than ours,” he said. “It only has one
liquid chamber, but it needs a pump to func-
tion. This can be large and slow and can take
a lot of battery power. Our lens is harder to
manufacture, but it only needs a small volt-
age to function.”

Lo believes that the Varioptic system also
has its drawbacks. “Two limiting factors for

this mechanism are the relatively small tun-
ing range and aperture size. In our design,
we use micropumps to inject and remove
fluid in and out of the lens chamber, and the
tuning range can be extremely large. We
have demonstrated liquid zoom lenses with
×5 zooming and a variable field-of-view
from 7º to more than 60º.”

Whatever the pros and cons of each
design, the real test will be the successful
integration of these lenses into products. If
Varioptic’s predictions come true, we could
have camera phones with efficient zoom
lenses on our Christmas lists. ■

Nadya Anscombe is a freelance science
journalist based in the UK (www.nadya-
anscombe.com).

“Our target is to
incorporate the liquid
lenses into commercial
products such as mobile
phone cameras within
two years.”
Professor Yuhwa Lo, University of
California at San Diego
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When it comes to data storage, does the
average consumer really need more capac-
ity than the next-generation technology –
Blu-ray – can offer? Do we really need
1Tbyte of information on a removable disc?
This is a difficult question to answer, since
the applications that need this amount of
storage do not yet exist. And we will not
know what these applications will be until
the storage exists that will enable them.

Gert ’t Hooft from Philips Research Labs
in the Netherlands is chairing the fourth-
generation storage session at this year’s
CLEO Europe. He believes that consumers
will always want more storage and that the
main market for fourth-generation solutions
will be in content distribution and profes-
sional archiving. “I think most consumer
applications will be satisfied by evolutions
of the Blu-ray technology,” he said. “But
there are some industrial applications, such
as in the medical industry for example, that
may need a terabyte on a disc.”

There are currently four technologies
fighting for a place in this lucrative market:
evolutions of Blu-ray such as multilayer
technology; systems with an increased
numerical aperture (NA) using near-field
optics; the idea of storing more than one bit
of information per storage location (optical
multiplexing); and holographic systems.

“While the Blu-ray standard has been set,
there is still room for improvement,” said
Hooft. “There is room for improving the bit-
rate and there is the possibility of using two,
possibly four, layers. More intelligent cod-
ing can also increase capacity.”

While these techniques will greatly
improve the amount of storage, they cannot
be classed as true fourth-generation tech-
nologies, as they are adaptations of current
systems. Increasing a system’s NA could
also be classed as an evolutionary step.

CD systems have a NA of about 0.45;
DVD systems have NA = 0.6 and Blu-ray
has NA = 0.85. Resolution is determined by
the ratio of the wavelength and the NA
(λ/NA), so increasing the NA above one
will not only mean that much larger densi-
ties will be achievable, it will also mean
entering the near-field optics regime.

However, this route also creates prob-
lems, both conceptually and in the practical
construction of the system. The physics of
near-field optics has not been completely
understood, and comprehensive modelling
tools in this regime still need to be devel-
oped. The main practical problem associ-
ated with this approach is that the lens needs
to be able to approach the disc up to dis-
tances of well below 50 nm.

“Using near-field optics is not an easy

Post Blu-ray: what comes next?
Data storage

Third-generation optical storage formats such as Blu-ray have yet to hit
the consumer market, but researchers have their eyes on the future.
Speakers at CLEO Europe’s symposium on fourth-generation optical
storage give us a sneak preview of the technologies under discussion.

Blu-ray is being pioneered by a consortium of companies including Sony, Sharp, TDK and
Hitachi. Single-layer Blu-ray discs will store 25GB, equivalent to 13h of standard-definition
television. Dual-layer versions are also being developed, which will have a capacity of 50 GB.
Blu-ray players, such as the prototype shown above from Sony, will use a violet laser diode at
405nm to read data off the disc.
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CLEO Europe: Short course
Sunday 12 June, 2.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 12
Short course on planar photonic crystal
waveguides and devices.

CLEO Europe: Tutorial presentations
Wednesday 15 June, 8.30 – 9.30 a.m.,
room 14b
Nonlinear optics in hollow core photonic crystal
fibres. Alex Gaeta from Cornell University, US,
will deliver this presentation.

Wednesday 15 June, 2.30 – 3.30 p.m.,
room 13a
Optical microcavities. Given by Kerry Vahala
from the California Institute of Technology, US.

CLEO Europe: Tech-focus session on
optical storage
Thursday 16 June, 1.30 – 2.30 p.m., room 1
Keynote presentation on optical storage.

Thursday 16 June, 2.30 – 4.00 p.m.,
room 13a
Optical storage

CLEO Europe: Technical sessions
Monday 13 June, 2.30 – 4.00 p.m., room 4b
Materials for dynamic holography

Monday 13 June, 4.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 1
Novel solid-state materials

Monday 13 June, 4.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 12
Optical components for communication

Tuesday 14 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m., room 2
Holographic data storage

Tuesday 14 June, 4.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 4b
Optical properties of glasses

Friday 17 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m., room 2
Diffractive and adaptive optics

EQEC: Technical sessions
Tuesday 14 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m.,
room 13a
Light and atoms

way to go,” said Joseph Braat from the
Technical University of Delft, the Nether-
lands. “Many people did not think it would
be possible to achieve NA > 1, but some
research groups have shown it is possible.
It may be apt for consumer applications, but
the storage discs would be rather sensitive
and would need to be in a cartridge.”

Braat is using a different approach. He
will be presenting his work on optical multi-
plexing techniques where more than one bit
of information is stored per storage location.
His approach involves introducing a finer
structure to each bit during manufacture.
This finer structure consists of quadrants
with an increasing depth in either a clock-
wise or an anti-clockwise direction. “This
means that using standard read-out optics,
a substantial increase in information capac-
ity can be obtained by imparting an orbital
angular momentum to the light reflected
from the optical disc,” said Braat.

The other option for fourth-generation
storage is holographic technology. Unlike
CDs, DVDs and tape technology, which
store information as bits on the surface of
the storage medium, holographic techniques
store data as pages of information through-
out the volume of the storage medium. This

not only gives large data capacities, it also
means data can be retrieved much more rap-
idly. But despite massive research efforts
around the world, many people have doubts
about whether holographic data storage will
be on the market soon.

“Fourth-generation storage will be
needed about five years after Blu-ray has
penetrated the market, and I do not believe
holographic technology will be ready in
time – but it does have the best potential for
the future,” said Bernard Bechevet from
CEA-LETI in Grenoble, France.

Bechevet will present a road-map for mass
storage technologies at CLEO Europe, and
believes that there will be many applications
for fourth-generation optical data storage.
“The only problem is the market,” he said.
“Consumers may not be ready to move to
Blu-ray yet, and this will also delay demand
for fourth-generation technology. But the
demand will be there eventually because
there are many potential applications. There
is no reason for stopping development of the
next generations of data storage.” ■

Nadya Anscombe is a freelance science
journalist based in the UK (www.nadya-
anscombe.com).

Scientists at the National Ignition Facility
(NIF) in the US and the Laser Mégajoule
(LMJ) project in France have the same goal:
building lasers to generate 1.8 MJ energy
pulses to perform inertial confinement
fusion. The process, however, is complex
and requires thousands of high-precision
optical components; NIF requires more than
7000 large (80 × 40 cm) glass objects and
30 000 smaller (under 10 cm) optical pieces.

There is no doubt that both projects have
stimulated significant growth in the indus-
try. “Since we started, we have increased the

global large-scale optics production capa-
bility by a factor of five,” said Ed Moses,
NIF project manager. “I think that an unex-
pected spin-off of the NIF is that all tele-
scopes that will be built [in the future] will
use facilities and capabilities that we have
developed on the NIF project.”

According to Moses, the final NIF facil-
ity will contain around 50 times the amount
of high-quality optics found in some of the
world’s largest optical systems such as the
10 m Keck telescopes in Hawaii.

On the outskirts of Bordeaux in France,
researchers at the French Atomic Energy
Authority (CEA) have now constructed the
Ligne d’Intégration Laser (LIL) – a small-
scale prototype of the LMJ with eight beam
lines. Visitors to the LASER 2005. World of
Photonics exhibition can catch up with all
the latest developments on the LMJ project
at the Routes des Laser booth in B1. ■

Giant lasers boost optical growth
High-power lasers

Huge sums of money are being
ploughed into the National Ignition
Facility and the Laser Mégajoule
project. In turn, these projects are
fuelling technological developments
at optical firms around the globe.
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What optical setup is required for two-
photon polymerization (2PP)?
2PPdoes not require high powers. We use a
Ti:sapphire oscillator operating at wave-
lengths of around 800 nm and repetition
rates of the order of 80 MHz. The beam is
expanded by a telescope and then coupled
into an x–y galvo scanner.

The technique involves tightly focusing
femtosecond pulses into the volume of a
photosensitive resin using a high numerical
aperture objective lens. Immersion oil is
used for refractive index matching. The
sample is mounted on a 3D piezo-stage,
allowing the focal spot to be positioned any-
where inside the photosensitive material.

A CCD camera is mounted behind a
dichroic mirror, which allows the process to
be monitored in real time.

What is the smallest feature you have
made to date?
We are absolutely sure that we can make
structures that are 100 nm in resolution in

a reproducible way. It will be possible to
make smaller features, but we will need a
new and more intelligent technique, perhaps
with a different illumination setup. We do
not yet have a reproducible technique for
doing this, but in principle it is possible to
go to smaller resolutions.

What factors influence the resolution of
the structures?
It is vital to have stable laser pulses. All of
the pulses produced by the oscillator should
have the same energy, and should have very
good pointing stability. These issues are

very important for the resolution. If there
are any fluctuations in the energy or the
pointing stability of the laser, the quality of
the structures will suffer.

The material is also important. For exam-
ple, if you do not have a good distribution
of initiator molecules then you will not be
able to produce good structures.

What structures have you made?
The fabricated structures can be broken
down into two categories: optics and medi-
cine. For medicine, important components
such as implants and drug delivery systems

● Interview: Boris Chichkov
● Medical device manufacture
● Conference links

Femtosecond pulses create
intricate 3D structures

Interv iew:  Bor is  Chichkov,  LZH,  Germany

Two-photon polymerization gives
researchers a reproducible way to
fabricate 3D structures with a
resolution of 100 nm. Boris
Chichkov of Laser Zentrum
Hannover (LZH) updates us on the
applications of the technique.

Femtosecond fabrication: 2PP can be used to create intricate 3D structures. Examples include
a miniature spider standing 6 µm above the substrate, supported by eight 2 µm diameter legs
and a woodpile photonic crystal. Each bar in the photonic crystal is 250 nm wide. A defect has
also been fabricated in the top layer. Both structures were fabricated in SU8.
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can be fabricated. We are making micro-
needle arrays at the moment that can go
through the skin and deliver drugs to deeper
layers. We are also working on scaffolds
that provide a 3D support structure on
which to grow tissue.

The technique can also be applied to pro-
duce photonic crystals. We have fabricated
woodpile structures using 2PP. It is possible
to produce 3D photonic crystal structures
with complex geometry, and to introduce
defects at any desired location. Depending
on the scanning speed of the laser’s focal
spot, a photonic crystal can be fabricated by
“direct writing” in a matter of minutes or,
using a holographic illumination technique,
in a matter of seconds – it is very fast.

Another application is 3D memory,
where the refractive index of the material
changes locally in three dimensions. For
digital memory you require yes/no or
0/1, and this can be written using 2PP in
three dimensions. The problem then is how
to read out the information, but there are
already reports that this problem has been
solved.

What materials have you used in your
research?
In our studies to date we have used two
materials: liquid organically modified
ceramics (ormocers) and a solid material
called SU8.

Ormocers are organic–inorganic poly-
mers containing a highly cross-linkable
organic network as well as inorganic com-

ponents. These materials have a high opti-
cal quality, as well as exceptional thermal
and mechanical properties and high chem-
ical resistance. They are also biocompati-
ble, which opens up a broad range of
biomedical applications.

We have also used a commercially avail-
able photosensitive epoxy-based resin
called SU8. More complex structures can
be fabricated in SU8, such as micro-spider
arrays. The main body of the spider is
located 6 µm above the substrate and is sup-
ported by eight 2 µm diameter legs.

Fabrication of photonic crystals with a
bandgap in the visible and infrared range is
still very challenging. We have fabricated
woodpile photonic crystals in ormocers.
These structures possess a photonic band-
gap in the near-infrared spectral region.
Woodpile structures fabricated by 2PP in
SU8 have been used as templates to produce
highly refractive TiO2 replicas. To make
photonic crystals with a complete 3D band-
gap in the visible range, we need materials
with a much higher refractive index. ■
● Attendees can find out about all the
latest developments at LZH by visiting
its booth at the exhibition in Hall B3.

Boris Chichkov of Laser Zentrum
Hannover, Germany, will give an invited
talk on “Laser micro-machining and
short-pulse laser processing” at the
CLEO Europe session on “Fundamentals
and modelling of materials processing
with lasers”.

Lasers in Manufacturing (LIM) 2005:
Plenary presentation and panel discussion
Monday 13 June, 10.30 a.m. – 12.30 p.m.,
room 1
The plenary presentation will be given by Hans
Josef Haepp of DaimlerChrysler. He will discuss
Robscan technology as an alternative to
resistance spot welding in car body production.
This will be followed by a panel discussion on
fibre versus disc lasers. The panel will be made
up of Peter Wirth of Rofin-Sinar; Peter Leibinger
of TRUMPF; Bill Shiner of IPG Photonics; and
Andreas Tünnermann of the Fraunhofer Institute
of Applied Optics.

LIM 2005: Technical sessions
Monday 13 June, 4.30 – 6.15 p.m., room 22
Sub-micron and nanomachining
(nano-micro integration)

Tuesday 14 June, 2.00 – 2.30 p.m. and
4.00 – 5.30 p.m., room 22
Ablation phenomena (ns, ps, fs) and material
reaction

Thursday 16 June, 8.00 – 10.00 a.m. and
10.30 a.m. – 12 noon, room 22
Lasers, systems, beam delivery optics, process
strategies
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When it comes to fabricating metallic sur-
gical tools, lasers offer the manufacturing
industry a fast, clean and precise process.
Applications of fine metal-cutting include
everything from fabricating tiny stents that
help expand arteries to customizing the
shape of needle tips. Alaser’s ability to per-
manently mark a surface also offers the
medical profession the guarantee that the
product is not counterfeit.

One growing application for YAG lasers
is the manufacture of highly intricate med-
ical implants called stents. These are used
to hold open an artery that has become too
narrow due to plaque build-up on the artery
wall. The stent, which is expanded with a
balloon during a procedure called angio-
plasty, acts as a scaffold and remains in
place permanently to keep the artery open.

Depending on where they are being used
in the body, stents are 8–40 mm in length
with walls ranging between 50 and 300 µm
thick. To date, Rofin-Baasel has sold more
than 100 stent-cutting machines worldwide.

The ability of the YAG laser to cut sub-
millimetre diameter tubes with kerf widths
down to 18 µm without damaging the oppo-
site inside wall means it is ideally suited to
producing stents.

Another advantage the YAG laser has
over the CO2 laser is a minimal heat-affected
zone of less than 3 µm in common steels.

Aspot size of 20 µm and output powers of
up to 10 W in a TEM00 mode are typically
used to make the stents. The YAG’s funda-
mental 1064 nm wavelength is used at rep-
etition rates of up to 3000 Hz. A16 mm long
stent can be processed in about 2 minutes,
depending on the intricacy of the design.

Tubes with outer diameters of less than
1 mm have also been cut, opening up possi-
bilities for new products. Using tube steel
down to 200 µm diameter, customized sur-
gical needle tips can be fabricated, as well
as tiny side-wall holes in such needles.

As well as cutting, lasers are also rapidly
becoming the method of choice for produc-
ing a clean, permanent and traceable feature
on medical devices. For example, plastic
components for testing kits need visible
batch codes and scales, while drug packag-
ing contains a sell-by date, all of which can
be written by lasers. In common with other
industries, medical device and pharmaceu-
tical businesses are turning to lasers for a
one-step, fast and flexible permanent mark-
ing process that lends itself to automation.

Drug packaging and medical fields see
even more attractions in laser marking, such
as cleanliness and anti-counterfeiting. Com-
ponents that demand a high degree of trace-
ability, such as asthma inhalers, may need
codes to permanently identify them in sub-
sequent automated tracking processes.

Many of these codes need to contain large
amounts of information, for example batch,
serial or part numbers, and information
about the place and date of manufacture.
Space is often limited, so the laser’s ability
to mark highly resolved “ID matrix codes”
is invaluable. These 2D barcodes allow pat-
terns of 20 or more characters to be marked
onto spaces only a few millimetres square.

Lasers fare significantly better than the
alternative methods of writing characters
onto metal, ceramic or plastic parts used in
the medical field. Methods such as inkjet,
hot foil and screen printing all involve com-
pounds which cannot be tolerated by
implants or invasive surgical tools. Even on
less critical surfaces such as packaging or
dispensing products, other processes use
inks and solvents that cannot be tolerated by
the product’s surface.

Industrial lasers also boast long service
intervals. When installed in automated pro-
duction lines, laser-marking systems can be
left alone and typically require a service
only once or twice a year. The advent of
diode-pumped as opposed to lamp-pumped
Nd:YAG lasers results in a 10-fold increase
in the pump medium’s lifetime to 10 000
operating hours.

The advantages that lasers have in both
fine cutting and marking applications are
clear, and will ensure their use in medical
applications for many years to come. ■

Andrew B May is the managing director of
Rofin-Baasel UK Ltd, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Rofin-Sinar Technologies Inc.

Precision lasers cut it in the world of medicine
Medical  dev ice manufacture

Two specific uses of YAG lasers in the medical field are the fabrication of metal stents (top) and
marking of surfaces. A 16 mm long stent can be processed in about 2 minutes, depending on
the design. Laser marking (bottom) offers a sterile and secure way to brand medical devices.

The YAG laser’s ability to process
steel with micron-level precision
gives the manufacturing industry
a flexible tool for many medical
applications.
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How are lasers being used in welding and
brazing applications?
The applications can be split into two
groups: automotive and “others”. There is
no doubt that the German automotive indus-
try is leading the way. The first use of laser
welding was in the production of tailored
blanks. To weld the blank, a beam is focused
to a spot to give a very high power density,
which both melts and vaporizes the material.

This produces a deep and narrow key-

hole weld compared with the fat and wide
conduction-limited weld that is produced
by an arc. Laser welding gives you the
advantages of speed (several metres per
minute) and minimal distortion (warping of
the material’s surface). After welding,
blanks are formed into components such as
door panels, engine rails and sunroof rein-
forcements. Almost all motor manufactur-
ers use laser-welded tailored blanks.

The next use of laser welding in car bod-

ies was in the roof-to-sidewall joint. This
was previously spot welded, but now if you
buy any new German car it will have a con-
tinuous laser weld on this joint.

The problem is getting the laser beam to
the joint, which is usually a curve in two
dimensions. CO2 lasers use mirror beam
delivery systems because of their emission
wavelength. However, you can use an opti-
cal fibre beam delivery system with an
Nd:YAG laser, giving you the flexibility of
controlling the focus spot with an articu-
lated-arm robot.

Alot of recent work has also been done to
evaluate fibre and disc lasers. Fibre lasers
offer significantly higher efficiencies than
sources such as CO2 and lamp- and diode-
pumped Nd:YAGs. If the laser is running
constantly at 4 kW, for example, then any
difference in efficiency is significant.

Why are fibre and disc lasers not being
used in production lines?
Lasers for automotive applications need to
be reliable, compact and efficient. I don’t
really think cost is that important. What’s
important is industrial reliability. Lasers that
are incorporated into production lines
should be thought of as black boxes with
taps on them. When your control system
says “open the tap”, photons come out, and
when it says “close the tap”, it stops. All this
requires a high degree of industrial control. 

Nd:YAG lasers are at a very high level of
industrialization. They have gone through
several feedback loops with the user and
work in this black-box fashion. Fibre lasers
are improving all the time, but they don’t
have that degree of industrial interface.

Which technology is likely to be adopted
in the future, the fibre or the disc laser?
It’s hard to say. Both fibre and disc lasers
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● Interview: Paul Hilton
● Fibre lasers
● Conference links

Auto industry drives
laser welding forward
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Interv iew:  Paul  Hi l ton,  TWI,  UK

Paul Hilton of TWI, UK, describes current and emerging applications of
laser welding and the market prospects for fibre and disc lasers.

The TRUMPF group offers a range of products from machine tools for sheet metal and
materials processing to laser technology and electronics. Delegates wanting to learn about
and see the company’s latest products will find TRUMPF exhibiting in Hall B3.
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have very good beam qualities when deliv-
ering 4 kW of power through a fibre. There
are now several technologies to look at for
fibre-delivered lasers, so the choice is diffi-
cult for a user. It also depends on the appli-
cation, so it’s a grey area at the moment.

Six years ago at the LASER exhibition in
Munich, high-power CW disc lasers were
on show, but it was only last year that one
became commercially available. There have
been problems getting the disc laser tech-
nology to the level where the people selling
it believe it is an industrially hardened tool.

What are the dominant applications out-
side of automotive?

One use is in ship-building. A floor area
contains flat plates that have been welded
together to form pieces of steel about the
size of a tennis court. Longitudinal stiffen-
ers are then laser welded onto these plates.

The next step is for the transverse stiffen-
ers to be laser welded. These are currently
done manually, and introduce several cen-
timetres of distortion in the plate. A lot of
money goes into reworking distorted parts,
so cost savings are important.

Ship-building primarily uses CO2 lasers,
although YAGs are coming along. Ahybrid
system that combines both laser and arc
welding is also used. Other potential appli-
cations are in aerospace and rail carriages.

Some of the current Airbus aircraft have
panels in the fuselage with laser-welded alu-
minium stiffeners. There is significant
potential in the manufacture of stainless
steel and possibly aluminium rail carriages
by using laser welding. Again, the main rea-
son is reduced distortion. ■
● Delegates interested in this area
should make a point of attending the
plenary of Hans Josef Haepp from
DaimlerChrysler. See Conference Links
for more details.

Paul Hilton of TWI, UK, will chair the
welding/brazing session at the Lasers in
Manufacturing (LIM) 2005 conference.

At LASER 2003. World of Photonics, fibre
lasers were slated to become serious alter-
natives to solid-state and CO2 lasers for
industrial materials processing applications.
Since then the technology has seen dramatic
improvements, including better beam qual-
ity at higher powers and much improved
modulation capability, leading to market
traction for specific applications. Two years
on, we revisit two advocates of fibre laser
technology, IPG Photonics (IPG) and
Southampton Photonics (SPI), to find out
how their market activities have evolved.

IPG reports that it is experiencing sub-

stantial growth in all segments of the indus-
trial market at all power levels. Two com-
mercial industrial applications currently
exploiting fibre laser technology from IPG
are direct-metal laser sintering and welding
of pipeline steel.

Having tested a 200 W singlemode ytter-
bium fibre laser for over a year, German
firm EOS has now integrated the source into
its commercially available direct-metal
laser sintering system. According to EOS,
the high intensity of the fibre laser, coupled
with the extremely small focus diameter,
improves the detail resolution and part qual-

ity, as well as increasing building speeds.
Vietz of Germany has integrated IPG’s

10 kW-class fibre into an instrument used
for deep-penetration laser welding of
pipeline steel. Guided through 80 m of
200 µm core diameter fibre, the system
welds 12 mm gauge X70 pipeline steel at
2.2 m per minute in one welding pass.
According to Vietz, the fibre-laser-based
system is 50% faster than existing technol-
ogy. It adds that the fibre laser’s low water
and electrical consumption means that it can
be deployed in the field.

“High-power fibre lasers can be used

Improved fibre lasers see strong market growth
Fibre lasers

Advances in fibre laser technology have recently led to its deployment in commercial applications. IPG
Photonics and Southampton Photonics reveal how their markets have developed over the past two years.

IPG’s fibre lasers are being used to weld pipeline steel (left) and create complex structures by direct-metal laser sintering (middle). SPI is
using its lower-power fibre lasers in medical applications such as micro-cutting of stents (right), which are implanted into the body.
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effectively for high-penetration welding,
drilling and cutting operations because of
the high-quality beam, small focal spot and
long working distance,” said Bill Shiner,
IPG’s manager of industrial market devel-
opment. “These characteristics give signif-
icant advantages over equivalent Nd:YAG
or CO2 lasers.”

However, it is not just in high-power
applications that fibre lasers are being used.
According to SPI, they are also finding
favour in many low-power applications,
especially in the medical field. “SPI is
focused on high-reliability part production
with our current laser product line, and we
are optimistic of the market penetration we
have reached for micro-welding and micro-
cutting applications,” said John Tinson,
SPI’s sales director.

SPI is seeing most of its success in high-
volume micro-machining operations such
as cutting, welding, marking, bonding and
trimming. These applications require out-
put powers in the 10–200 W range. Rapid
prototyping, specifically selective layer
melting and metal deposition techniques, as
well as printing, engraving, marking and

powder sinter marking, have also been
added to SPI’s portfolio over the past year. 

One of the areas in which SPI is active is
the manufacture of medical devices that are
used inside the human body, for example
micro-welding for batteries and pacemak-
ers, and micro-cutting of stents and other
medical parts. All of these uses require pre-
cision, high-quality machining at high vol-
ume production rates.

“For many of our customers, the two most
important points are output power stability
coupled with beam quality and spot size
performance,” said Tinson. “For the cus-
tomer’s business this translates into faster
throughput, lower part costs, lower scrap
rates and less secondary processing, as well
as reduced maintenance and running costs.”

The next challenge is to convince others
of the advantages that fibre lasers have over
incumbent technologies. With fibre lasers
featuring heavily again at this year’s
LASER, this could be the perfect forum.■

Gregory Flinn is an independent consultant
to the photonics market and is based in
Munich, Germany (gregory.flinn@gmx.de).

CLEO Europe: Plenary presentation
Monday 13 June, 9.30 – 10.30 a.m.,
room 1
This year’s CLEO Europe plenary will be
delivered by Andreas Tünnermann of the
Fraunhofer Institute of Applied Optics. The talk
will be entitled “Fibre lasers and amplifiers –
status and perspectives”.

Lasers in Manufacturing (LIM) 2005:
Plenary presentation and panel discussion
Monday 13 June, 10.30 a.m. – 12.30 p.m.,
room 1
The plenary presentation will be given by Hans
Josef Haepp of DaimlerChrysler. He will discuss
Robscan technology as an alternative to
resistance spot welding in car body production.
This will be followed by a panel discussion on
fibre versus disc lasers. The panel will be made
up of Peter Wirth of Rofin-Sinar; Peter Leibinger
of TRUMPF; Bill Shiner of IPG Photonics; and
Andreas Tünnermann of the Fraunhofer Institute
of Applied Optics, Germany.

CLEO Europe: Tech-Focus session on high-
power fibre lasers and amplifiers
Wednesday 15 June, 2.30 – 4.00 p.m. and
4.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 1

LIM 2005: Technical sessions
Monday 13 June, 4.30 – 6.15 p.m. and
Tuesday 14 June, 8.00 – 10.00 a.m.,
room 21
Welding/brazing

Wednesday 15 June, 8.00 – 10.00 a.m. and
11.30 a.m. – 12 noon, room 21
Hybrid technology and combined processes

Wednesday 15 June, 2.30 – 4.00 p.m. and
4.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 21
Rapid manufacturing

Thursday 16 June, 8.00 – 10.00 a.m.,
10.30 a.m. – 12 noon, 2.30 – 4.00 p.m.
amd 4.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 21
Hardening and cladding
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What femtosecond lasers are you using
in your research?
We have been using several types of com-
mercial fibre lasers as well as a home-built
glass laser. We have been using a wave-
length of 1.5 µm and also a harmonic at
780 nm. The pulse durations are typically
around 100 fs at repetition rates of 50 and
300 MHz. The pulse train of a mode-locked
laser behaves like a set of equally spaced
modes, which resemble the teeth of a comb.
The half width of our frequency comb is
around 10 THz.

How do you use a frequency comb to
make distance measurements?
Our distance-measuring approach is based
on a similar principle to a conventional
modulation wave technique. In the conven-
tional method, the RF wavelength of a mod-
ulated optical wave is used as a unit of
distance. The modulated optical wave prop-

agates through the distance to the target, and
the number and the phase of the modulated
waves in the distance are measured elec-
tronically.

Our method uses a similar principle (but
more precise) using a frequency comb. A
femtosecond laser beam is separated into
two parts. One is detected by a photodetec-
tor and used as a reference. The other part of
the beam propagates up to the target and the
returned beam is detected by a photodetec-
tor (probe signal).

After photodetection, intermode beats
between all possible pairs of optical modes
in the frequency comb are generated in the
RF region (we call this an RF comb). When
the repetition rate of the laser is 50 MHz, the
RF comb consists of all the harmonics of
50 MHz up to the detector response fre-
quency (ultimately up to the bandwidth of
the optical frequency comb).

We select one of the components from
each of the reference and the probe comb and
measure the phase difference between
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Sensors,
measur ing and
test ing

● Interview: Kaoru Minoshima
● Non-destructive testing
● Gas sensing
● Conference links

Researchers look to fs lasers
for precision measurements

LASER 2005  Wor ld  o f  Photon ics Sensors,  measur ing and test ing,  Hal l  B2

Interv iew:  Kaoru Minoshima,  AIST,  Japan

Femtosecond lasers are helping
researchers in Japan to make high-
precision distance measurements.
Kaoru Minoshima from Japan’s
National Institute of Advanced
Industrial Science and Technology
(AIST) gives us a preview of her
CLEO Europe invited talk.

Minoshima’s team uses a frequency comb to measure distances with micrometre precision.
The group is now collaborating with a Japanese firm and hopes to commercialize the research.
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them. We use 10 GHz components (200th
harmonics of 50 MHz) for high-precision
measurements. This means that the wave-
length of the frequency component of the
RF comb is used as a unit of the distance.

How precise are the measurements that
you make?
To date, we have achieved a resolution of
2 µm over a distance of 240 m, but this
measurement was limited by air turbulence.
This precision was also confirmed by con-
tinuously measuring the fixed target located
at a distance of 240 m for 10 h. We made
these measurements in free space in a 300 m
long optical testing tunnel.

In the case of a short distance or without
the effect of the air turbulence, we could
achieve a resolution of 100nm. It will also be
possible to measure up to several kilometres
with the current setup, although this is lim-

ited by beam collimation and the light power.
In order to achieve high precision, the

accuracy of the measurement frequency is
an important factor. Another factor is to
reduce cyclic errors in the phase measure-
ment. In our method, the absence of exter-
nal optical modulators helps to reduce
optical and electronic crosstalk, which
could cause cyclic errors.

What are the challenges involved in mak-
ing free-space measurements?
Environmental fluctuations such as air tem-
perature and pressure are key issues when
measuring long distances, since they change
the refractive index of air. To overcome
these fluctuations, we have developed a
self-correction method. This involves
simultaneous distance measurements using
laser pulses at two wavelengths.

Dispersion of the refractive index of air is

much less sensitive to the environmental
fluctuations than the refractive index itself.
By comparing the results of two-wave-
length measurements, we can correct the
effect of the refractive index. We performed
a two-wavelength measurement using the
fundamental and second harmonic of a fem-
tosecond laser and achieved a correction
with a precision of 10–7.

Do you plan to commercialize your
research?
We are currently collaborating with a
Japanese company to commercialize our
frequency-comb-based distance meter. We
recently made the first prototype and it is
currently under evaluation. ■

Kaoru Minoshima will give her invited
talk during the Optical Sensing and
Metrology session at CLEO Europe.

The steel, automotive and glass industries
could soon be reaping the benefits of a non-
contact inspection technique known as laser
ultrasonics. By using an interferometer to
detect ultrasonic waves, this approach can
make precise thickness measurements, as
well as detect defects in a range of materials.

One firm pioneering this technology is a
two-year-old US start-up called Bossa Nova
Technologies. “Conventional ultrasound
inspections use contact measurements,”
explained the company’s Philippe Clemen-
ceau. “With laser ultrasonics we don’t need
to touch the object – it’s non-contact.”

So what are the benefits of this technique?
As Clemenceau explains, steel needs to be
inspected as it comes out of a rolling mill.
The trouble is that conventional techniques
cannot make measurements on moving sur-
faces. The steel is also at a temperature of
1000 ºC and has to cool down, which adds
on a waiting time of a couple of hours.

“Lasers can detect defects such as cracks

immediately,” said Clemenceau. “If you
detect a defect, then you can adjust your
machinery. If you wait two hours then every-
thing you have made [in that time] is wrong
and wasted. The improvement is in the sav-
ings that you are going to make using lasers.”

The laser-based technique also offers
flexibility that is not available with con-
ventional technologies. For example, lasers
can be focused to a spot and make meas-
urements on very small areas. The beam can
also be shaped into different patterns such
as rings or lines. Bossa Nova also uses a
clever detection scheme that offers greater
accuracy than contact technologies.

The one downside is the cost. “Piezo-
transducers, the most common items for
generating and detecting ultrasound, are not
expensive components,” said Clemenceau.
“Ultimately, the applications where people
are going to use laser ultrasonics will have
to justify the cost by an increase in produc-
tion efficiency.”

Bossa Nova’s laser ultrasonics system
can be broken down into two parts: the gen-
eration and detection of the ultrasound. To
generate the ultrasound, a 10 ns pulse from
a YAG laser is fired at the material, causing
it to heat up, expand and release an ultra-

sonic wave.
The ultrasound wave propagates through

the material and if it meets a crack, for
example, it reflects. When the pulse comes
back to the original generation site, the sur-
face vibrates. This tiny displacement is of
the order of 1 nm, and Bossa Nova has
developed an interferometer that detects this
displacement under factory conditions.

“There are so many interferometers on
the market, but none of them would work
for the detection of ultrasound in a factory,”
said Clemenceau. “There are special con-
ditions to consider. First, the displacement
is very small. The surfaces are rough and
this decreases interferometric efficiency.
The interferometer has to adapt to the focus
because the workpiece is also going to move
in three dimensions in front of you.”

Bossa Nova’s answer was to put hundreds
of interferometers in a parallel architecture.
According to Clemenceau, the company’s
interferometer uses a 1 W laser operating
continuous wave and is equivalent to 200
interferometers working on the object.
Summing the signal, each individual system
improves the sensitivity of the overall inter-
ferometer and compensates for the rough-
ness of the material while adapting to the

Using an interferometer to detect
ultrasound offers a convenient way
to inspect the surface of hot steel,
glass and ceramics during
manufacture.

Laser ultrasonics gives non-contact options
Non-destruct ive test ing
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Optical Metrology: Plenary presentation
Wednesday 15 June, 10.30 – 11.20 a.m.,
room 1
Professor Ludwig Balk of Germany’s University
of Wuppertal will give a plenary address
entitled “Dedicated near-field microscopies for
electronic materials and devices”.

Optical Metrology: Technical sessions
Wednesday 14 June, 4.20 – 6.00 p.m.,
room 14c
Shape measurement: high-resolution metrology

Thursday 16 June, 10.35 a.m. –
12.35 p.m., room B13
Optical and interferometric microscopy

Thursday 16 June, 2.10 – 4.10 p.m.,
room B13
Scatterometry, ellipsometry and polarimetry

Thursday 16 June, 4.20 – 6.00 p.m.,
room 14c
Non-destructive testing

Friday 17 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m., room B13
Optical interferometry

EQEC: Technical sessions
Tuesday 14 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m.,
room 13b
High-sensitivity spectroscopy

Tuesday 14 June, 2.30 – 3.45 p.m., room 14a
Ultrafast spectroscopy and low-dimensional
media

Friday 17 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m., room 22
Frequency combs

object’s 3D motion. Bossa Nova owns a
worldwide patent for its parallel electro-
optic architecture, and has been awarded a
two-year US National Science Foundation
grant to improve the technology.

The company believes that one of the
biggest applications is thickness measure-
ments in the steel industry. When making
steel tubing, Clemenceau explains that man-

ufacturers add extra raw steel to tubes to
ensure that they meet a minimum thickness
specification. As raw steel is expensive,
lasers could minimize the amount of added
steel, thus generating savings in materials
and production costs. “We can do this thick-
ness measurement theoretically to an accu-
racy of 50 µm,” he added.

Clemenceau believes that laser ultrason-

ics will have many other applications. For
example, he says, it could be used in the
aerospace industry as a non-destructive way
to detect very fine cracks, or in the automo-
tive industry to examine the quality of a
laser weld. Checking the integrity of ovens
that make glass is another possibility. As
Clemenceau concludes: “We are not limited
by the material we want to inspect.” ■
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As well as giving visitors a chance to catch
up with the latest developments at established
firms, LASER 2005. World of Photonics
will also give start-ups a chance to shine.
One start-up debuting at this year’s event is
Cascade Technologies, a UK firm develop-
ing quantum cascade laser (QCL) systems
for applications such as gas sensing.

Founded in 2003, Cascade received
£1.1 m (71.61 m) in April 2004 and has
used this to develop a range of products and
accessories. The latest is a portable gas sen-

sor offering parts-per-trillion sensitivity,
real-time operation and the ability to meas-
ure multiple compounds simultaneously.

Currently in the prototype phase, Cascade
is hoping to shrink the system down to
400 ×200 ×200 mm in time for the exhibi-
tion. Operating at room temperature, the
device can perform a fast wavelength scan

up to 100 nm wide, allowing real-time mon-
itoring of gases such as SOx, NOx and H2S.

The gas sensor comprises a mid-infrared
emitting laser module and a control/USB
interface module, allowing the whole sys-
tem to be run from a laptop via Labview
drivers. It can also be customized for open-
path or closed-cell measurements. ■

QCL start-up prepares for its exhibition debut
Gas sensing

Cascade Technologies is making a
name for itself as a developer of
QCL-based systems. Founded in
2003, the firm is making its first
appearance at LASER 2005, and
will showcase a selection of
commercially available systems.

Cascade’s prototype gas sensor (left) integrates a QCL module, a detector and an interface
module, allowing the system to be controlled via a laptop. The QCL module (right) can be
purchased separately and emits pulses of between 10 ns and 10 µs. Available at wavelengths
between 5 and 12 µm, its applications include emission monitoring and air quality analysis.
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How is Raman spectroscopy used to
study cancer?
Raman spectroscopy looks directly at molec-
ular vibrations. The problem has always
been that the Raman signals you collect are
weak – orders of magnitude smaller than
signals from other spectroscopic techniques
such as fluorescence or light scattering.
Over a period of time our lab has developed
technology to enhance the signals. At the
same time, we have launched studies into
how these signals can be used to study early
atherosclerosis (the build-up of fatty plaque
on artery walls) and early breast cancer.

Our method is based on identifying the
morphological structures in the tissue that
pathologists use to make a diagnosis. We
have developed morphological “building
blocks”, which represent Raman spectra of
the structures within the breast. For exam-
ple, the kinds of building blocks we use are
the nuclei, the cytoplasm and the structural
proteins. We have done a lot of work in this
area and compared it with pathology.

When we look at our Raman signals, we
decompose them into a linear combination
of the spectral components of these build-

ing blocks. That way, we find various per-
centages of these structures and from that
we can describe the tissue at the micro-
scopic level. All of this is done in a non-
invasive way in real time.

What advances have you made while
developing your instrumentation?
First, and this is an area that we have been
working on for some time, we have devel-
oped a Raman probe. This has been a prob-

lem in itself. The Raman signals are so weak
that the background generated in the quartz
delivery and collection fibres of ordinary
probes completely swamps the Raman sig-
nal from the tissue. We have developed a
Raman optical probe that solves this prob-
lem and optimizes the signal from the tis-
sue. The probe contains an arrangement of
fibres and is less than 2 mm in diameter.

Second, because the Raman signals are
now enhanced, we can analyse them in real
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Raman signals aid early
diagnosis of breast cancer

LASER 2005  Wor ld  o f  Photon ics Medical  technology Hal ls  B1,  B2,  B3

Interv iew:  Michael  Feld,  MIT,  US

Michael Feld from MIT, US,
describes a clinical trial in which
Raman spectroscopy was used to
study breast cancer.

MIT researcher Abigail Haka and surgeon Joseph Crowe with the clinical Raman instrument
(left in the picture). The sterile Raman probe is in the blue package on top of the instrument.
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The European Conference on Biomedical
Optics will give delegates the chance to hear
presentations on a range of topics from
molecular imaging and optical coherence
tomography to optical spectroscopy and
photodynamic therapy.

Alongside a programme of 14 other
invited speakers, Wataru Watanabe from
Osaka University, Japan, will discuss his
research group’s latest progress using fem-
tosecond laser pulses to destroy organelles
in living cells.

“We have experimentally confirmed
photodisruption of subcellular organelles in
a living cell by tightly focusing femtosec-
ond laser pulses inside the cell,” said
Watanabe. “We chose to study mitochon-
dria – the powerhouse for the production of
energy in cells – in our first experiments, as
they are essential for cell viability.”

The use of near-infrared femtosecond

pulses offers advantages such as no out-of-
focus absorption and minimal heat transfer
around the focal volume compared with
conventional UV lasers. The ultrashort
pulses also appear to have no adverse effects
on the cell.

Watanabe and his colleagues used a con-
focal laser scanning microscope to visual-
ize the organelles in the human carcinoma
cell line HeLa. The first step is to stain the

cells and take fluorescence images of the
target mitochondria using either a He-Ne
laser operating at 543 nm or an argon-ion
emitting on the 488 nm line.

To photodisrupt the mitochondria, a train
of 150 fs pulses from a regeneratively
amplified Ti:sapphire laser operating at a
repetition rate of 1kHz is passed through the
microscope. The pulses, which have a min-
imum energy of 3 nJ per pulse, are focused

Using femtosecond pulses to
disrupt specific organelles in a cell
is helping scientists to understand
processes such as cell division.

Now you see it: a mitochondrion is clearly visible (left) in the fluorescence image taken before
femtosecond pulses are fired at the cell. After a train of 125 pulses (each with an energy of
4 nJ) has been applied, the lack of fluorescence shows the organelle has been photodisrupted.

time, and our instrument actually does that.

What challenges have you overcome in
developing your Raman probe?
We excite with a diode laser emitting at
830 nm and approximately 100 mW at the
tip of the probe. The excitation light is
passed down a quartz delivery fibre and gen-
erates a lot of Raman background from the
fibre itself. There are two problems with that.

The first one is that by the time the light
hits the tissue, it contains not only the exci-
tation light but also a large Raman signal.
Even worse, the intense excitation light
bounces off the tissue and into a collection
fibre, where it swamps the weak Raman sig-
nal generated by the tissue. That means that
the probe has to be dual-filtering. It has to
filter out both the Raman signal generated in
the delivery fibre and the reflected excita-
tion light before it enters the collection fibre.

Our solution was to put two types of
dielectrically coated filters on the tiny tip of
the probe, and it works well.

We also realized that it was important to
design the optics in such a way that the
Raman signal would be large. We came up
with a design based on the use of a ball lens
and other optics. Given that the Raman sig-
nals are very weak to start with, we made
the collection very efficient. We collect
close to as much of the Raman signal as is
theoretically possible.

These two things enabled us to have a
real-time system and a system that could be
used clinically.

How is the system used in a clinical setting?
We recently completed a clinical study in
the Cleveland Clinic Foundation. Our sys-
tem is mounted on a cart. We are not devel-
oping a system that would be used
commercially. Rather, we are doing proof-
of-principle studies in a clinical environ-
ment and exploring how effective Raman
spectroscopy is for breast cancer diagnosis.

The surgeon takes a number of biopsies
which then go to pathology to see if the mar-

gins around the removed tissue are clean.
This takes a few days. If some malignant tis-
sue has not been removed, then the patient
has to be recalled for another operation.

We took a Raman spectrum of the tissue
before each biopsy was taken and collected
data for 1 second. We studied 13 patients
and took 72 Raman spectra. In one case we
identified that the margin had malignant tis-
sue and this was substantiated by the pathol-
ogy. Imagine if that had been done during
the first procedure. It would have saved
time, money and a lot of anxiety. ■

This work is a collaboration between the
University Hospitals of Cleveland, the
Cleveland Clinic Foundation and MIT.
Maryanne Fitzmaurice of the University
Hospitals of Cleveland will give an invited
talk on this work during the European
Conference on Biomedical Optics
(ECBO). She will also chair the ECBO
session on Raman spectroscopy for
clinical diagnostics.
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Femtosecond pulses reveal cell’s inner workings
Cel l  surgery
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A non-invasive breath test that diagnoses
the presence of the respiratory disease
tuberculosis (TB) in less than 5 minutes
could be commercially available in the first
quarter of 2006. That’s the view of the prod-
uct’s inventors Rapid Biosensor Systems
(RBS) of the UK.

The optical biosensor is now in the final
stages of product development and RBS has
signed a deal with medical device maker
Clement Clarke International to manufac-
ture and distribute the product globally.

“The test takes under 5 minutes and to the
best of my knowledge is the fastest TB
screening device in test at the moment,” said
Dennis Camilleri, CEO of RBS. “Our prod-
uct will be available in the first quarter of
2006 at a fraction of the cost of other screen-
ing technologies such as X-rays.”

The testing process is very simple. The
patient coughs into a disposable breath-
alyser tube which is then inserted into a
portable hand-held optical reader. The
reader interrogates the sample with a laser
diode and collects a fluorescence signal that
reveals the presence of TB.

“The sensor is a glass prism that has been
coated with a biochemical compound,”
explained Camilleri. “The sensor is in the
breathalyser tube. If TB bacteria are present
in the cough sample, they bind to the coat-
ing, and a fluorescence signal is produced

when the sensor is analysed with the laser.”
According to Camilleri, another advan-

tage of the system is that all the components
in the breathalyser and optical reader are
standard parts. This means that the overall
availability of the components is high and
the costs are low.

“The target selling price for a breathalyser
test is $5–8,” said Camilleri. “This is a
mass-screening product. For the disposable
breathalyser and the sensor, we are talking
about manufacturing millions of compo-
nents. The optical reader is multi-use and
will be manufactured in the thousands.”

The test kit was put through initial clini-
cal trials at a World Health Organization
(WHO) approved TB hospital in India.
Having achieved an accuracy of 98%, RBS
and Clement are now developing the final

product for manufacture. The kit will also
undergo further clinical trials in September
this year, again in India.

Camilleri believes that the optical biosen-
sor is ideal in situations where a group of
people have to be screened quickly, allow-
ing any carriers to be identified and isolated
for further treatment. Target markets for the
test include ports and airports as well as
schools and prisons. RBS believes other
customers will be national health services
as well as organizations such as WHO. Due
to the simplicity of the test, RBS says that
anyone who has undergone a small amount
of training can operate its device.

Once the final product is manufactured,
RBS plans to apply for FDAapproval in the
US. It also hopes to gain official approval
from WHO for the test. ■

Optical biosensor offers rapid detection of TB
Diagnost ics

Tuberculosis kills 2 million people
globally every year. A breath test
that takes less than 5 minutes to
screen for the condition could be
on the market next year, helping to
prevent the spread of the disease.

Both the breathalyser (left) and optical reader (right) rely on standard optical components.
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to the desired depth inside the cell to a spot
size of approximately 500 nm.

The cells were then restained, and
Watanabe’s team believes that the absence
of fluorescence from the targeted mito-
chondria shows that they have been pho-
todisrupted.

In its latest work, the team has switched
to a MHz oscillator instead of a regenerative
amplifier. “Using a 76 MHz oscillator, we

can disrupt mitochondria using 0.4 nJ per
pulse,” said Watanabe. “The MHz oscilla-
tor is also less expensive and easier to han-
dle than the regenerative amplifier.”

Watanabe and his colleagues are now
using the MHz oscillator system to study
microtubules and actin filaments. “We are
dissecting the cell’s cytoskeleton and hope
to understand the detailed mechanisms of
cell division,” he said. “We hope to under-

stand the role played by microtubules and
actin filaments in cell division.” ■

Wataru Watanabe of Osaka University,
Japan, will deliver an invited talk,
“Femtosecond laser manipulation of
subcellular organelles in living cells”,
during the cell surgery and cellular effects
session at the European Conference on
Biomedical Optics.
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Deutsche Gesellschaft für Lasermedizin
(DGLM) annual meeting: Medical
Technology exhibition
Wednesday 15 June and Thursday 16 June,
9.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m., ICM Foyer

European Conference on Biomedical Optics
(ECBO): Plenary presentation
Sunday 12 June, 1.30 – 2.30 p.m., room 5
The ECBO plenary presentation will be given
by Christopher Bremer from the Department
of Clinical Radiology, UKM, Germany. His talk
will be entitled “Molecular Imaging: From
Mouse to Man”.

ECBO: Tutorial presentation
Wednesday 15 June, 11.30 a.m. –
12.30 p.m., room 5
Karsten Koenig from the Fraunhofer Institute of
Biomedical Technology (IBMT) in Germany will
deliver the ECBO tutorial. Koenig will discuss
“Multiphoton tomography and nanoprocessing
of biological targets with near-infrared
femtosecond laser pulses.”

ECBO: Poster session
Tuesday 14 June, 4.00 – 5.30 p.m.,
ICM Foyer

ECBO: Technical sessions

Monday 13 June, 1.30 – 4.15 p.m., room 3
Cell surgery and cellular effects

Tuesday 14 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m.,
room 11
Raman spectroscopy for clinical diagnostics

Tuesday 14 June, 2.00 – 3.30 p.m., room 5
New developments in technology

Wednesday 15 June, 2.00 – 4.00 p.m.,
room 11
Methods and Instruments II

Thursday 16 June, 10.30 a.m. – 12.30 p.m.,
room 11
Fluorescence, FLIM and nonlinear microscopy

DGLM annual meeting: Technical sessions
Wednesday 15 June, 8.45 – 10.00 a.m.,
room 4
Vascular lesions

Wednesday 15 June, 10.30 a.m. – 12 noon,
room 4
Dermatology: Cutaneous lesions and cosmetics

Wednesday 15 June, 2.00 – 3.30 p.m.,
room 4
Urology

Wednesday 15 June, 3.30 – 6.00 p.m.,
room 4
Neurosurgery

Thursday 16 June, 8.45 – 11.00 a.m.,
room 4
Photodynamic therapy

Thursday 16 June, 11.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m.,
room 4
Optical diagnostics

Thursday 16 June, 4.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 4
New concepts and instrumentation

CLEO Europe: Technical sessions
Thursday 16 June, 2.30 – 4.00 p.m., room 3
Raman spectroscopy and fluorescence imaging

Thursday 16 June, 4.30 – 6.00 p.m.,
room 3
Single particle biospectroscopy

Friday 17 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m.,
room 4b
Biomedical imaging

Friday 17 June, 10.30 a.m. – 12 noon,
room 4b
Photonic manipulation and biosensing
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What advances have been made in CCD
and CMOS sensor technology recently?
One big problem when comparing CMOS
and CCD sensors used to be quantum effi-
ciency. CMOS sensors used to be low in
response and high in noise. However, they
have now seen improvements in both areas.

Another major difference between the
two sensors was the fill factor – the ratio of
the light-sensitive area to total area of a
pixel. In general, a pixel is not light sensi-

tive over its total area.
In CMOS sensors, the light-sensitive area

has been very small due to the fact that the
readout circuitry has to be in the vicinity of
the photodiode. A pixel would have some
area that is light sensitive and a larger area
where all the readout circuitry is contained.

In the past, CCDs had a better fill factor
because they did not have the problem with
readout circuitry. However, these structures
are now smaller, which has improved the

CMOS sensor’s fill factor.
Microlenses are also used in CCD sensors

to direct incoming light on to the light-
sensitive area of the pixel and improve the
fill factor. Such microlenses have now been
applied to CMOS technology.

What frame rates are available for both
CCD and CMOS cameras?
The way each type of sensor reads out the
pixels dictates the frame rate. ACMOS sen-
sor reads out the pixels in parallel, which
results in a very fast readout rate. In a CCD
you have one, two or three output doors and
the readout is a serial process.

The fastest CCD frame rate that I am
aware of is a 640 ×480 (VGA) sensor with
a two-tap readout that offers 200 frames per
second (fps).

A CMOS sensor that is 1280 ×1024 pix-
els (SXGA) can offer a frame rate of around
600 fps. I have also seen cameras that can
offer 1000 fps.

What different types of applications do
CMOS and CCD sensors suit?
CMOS sensors can be manufactured using
a similar process to other semiconductors.
In general, CMOS sensors should suit
every cheap application of a camera, such
as in mobile phones. The CCD manufac-
turing process was much more expensive,
although this has now become cheaper.

Everybody thought that the first camera
phone would have a CMOS sensor because
it was a high-volume application. But in fact
the first phones were all based on CCDs. I
think this market will be shared between
CCD and CMOS. I am certain that the
CMOS share of the camera phone market
will increase.

The CMOS sensor is the only one that
gives you the opportunity to do high-
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CMOS sensors target
high-speed imaging
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Interv iew:  Gerhard Holst ,  pco,  Germany

With frame rates approaching 1000 frames per second, CMOS sensors
are ideal for high-speed imaging. Gerhard Holst describes recent
improvements in CMOS sensors and offers a comparison to the CCD.

Capturing every detail: CMOS sensors are ideal for high-speed imaging and capturing slow-
motion sequences. Both of these images were taken with a CMOS camera running at 636 fps.
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speed imaging; on the other hand you won’t
find a CMOS camera in a low-noise appli-
cation. There are some biological and life-
science applications where the CMOS
sensor is not suitable. It is a question of
matching the right camera to the application.

In serious photography applications, you
see the competition between Nikon and
Canon. Canon has bought a CMOS sensor
manufacturing company, while Nikon has
chosen the Sony CCD. So it seems that the
sensor type does not matter for this appli-
cation.

CMOS sensors also suit low-power con-
sumption applications. If you do a compar-

ison, then in general the CMOS sensor con-
sumes less electrical power.

What high-speed applications are CMOS
sensors finding?
The obvious ones are crash tests for cars,
material tests and object tracking. In mili-
tary applications, it is everything that
involves explosions. High-speed CMOS
cameras can also be used in particle image
velocimetry experiments to visualize and
measure flow.

They can also be used to study industrial
machinery and why things are not working.
If the process is too fast for you to see what

the problem is, then you might use a high-
speed camera to see what is going on.

Another application is TV broadcasting,
specifically providing slow-motion shots
for everything from sport to advertisements.
We have all seen beer being poured into a
glass on television, and it looks much
slower than in reality. To image this you
need something with a frame rate of greater
than 30 fps. A standard video camera takes
images at 30 fps so you do not see all of the
movement that is involved. ■

Gerhard Holst is R&D and marketing
manager at pco.
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Applications such as single-molecule and
live-cell microscopy are placing increas-
ingly high performance requirements on
charge-coupled device (CCD) technology.
As the need for higher levels of sensitivity
continues, new approaches are required in
order to keep up with the unprecedented
demands on the detector.

One technology that has emerged as a
possible solution to this problem is the elec-
tron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD), which is
being pioneered by Andor Technology of
Northern Ireland. To date, the company has
succeeded in producing cameras based on
this detector in both imaging and spec-
troscopy formats.

Two fundamental parameters contribute
to the sensitivity of a detector: quantum effi-
ciency and noise. The idea behind EMCCD
technology is to optimize these two param-
eters. This produces a detector with essen-
tially no noise floor and with a quantum
efficiency upwards of 90% that can run at
high readout rates.

“One of the restrictions of CCDs is that
they are great for low-light work as long as
they are read out relatively slowly,” said
Colin Coates, a senior scientist at Andor. “If
you want to read out faster, the sacrifice is

that the noise always increases hugely.
EMCCDs are single-photon-sensitive
because there is effectively no noise floor.
They also catch most of the incoming pho-
tons because of their high quantum effi-
ciency, which peaks at around 90%.”

EMCCDs make use of on-chip multipli-
cation, which allows weak signals (down to
the single photon level) to be amplified
before any readout noise is added. The
amplification is carried out in a device
called the gain register, which is part of the

EMCCD technology helps solve sensitivity issues
Low- level  l ight  imaging

Electron-multiplying charge-
coupled-device technology offers a
way to capture weak signals down
to the single photon level.

Seeing the light: in this example, EMCCD technology is used to visualize weakly emitting
immunofluorescently labelled bovine epithelia cells. Left-hand column: ×1000 gain.
Right-hand column: no gain. Andor Technology will be exhibiting in Hall B1.
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readout chain of a CCD.
“Ahigh voltage is applied as the charge is

transferred through each stage of the gain
register,” explained Coates. “As the charge
is transferred through each stage, a phenom-
enon known as impact ionization produces
extra electrons. Over hundreds of steps there
is an exponential increase in the number of
electrons, allowing a single photoelectron
to be amplified into a visible signal.”

Andor has now developed a way to build
low-light scientific cameras around the
EMCCD technology. It has also paid care-
ful attention to minimizing dark current via
thermoelectric cooling. The result is two
product lines incorporating EMCCD tech-
nology: the iXon for imaging applications
and the Newton for spectroscopy. Both lines
operate at high readout rates and can cap-
ture dynamic processes in action.

According to Coates, the main markets
for the iXon are bioimaging and astronomy.
“One of the big markets for us has been sin-
gle-molecule microscopy,” he said. “Single
molecules only emit photons at a certain
rate, presenting a considerable detection
challenge requiring high quantum effi-
ciency and minimal noise. You also have to
run fast because in general this is a dynamic
application.”

With a pixel readout rate of 35 MHz, typ-
ical imaging applications include watching

single molecules or proteins interact with
each other in real time or plotting the path a
virus takes through a cell.

Live cell microscopy is also an attractive
imaging application for EMCCD technol-
ogy. “Researchers need to look at living
cells and probe fluorophores, but they don’t
want to apply too much excitation light or
they kill the cell and bleach the fluo-
rophore,” said Coates. “With EMCCDs, we
can apply an order of magnitude less light
and still get a reasonable signal.”

Andor’s latest product development is the
Newton, which it claims is the world’s first
spectroscopic camera with EMCCD tech-
nology. Available in 1600 × 200 and
1600 × 400 pixel versions, the camera is
thermoelectrically cooled, features pixel
readout rates of up to 10 MHz, and operates
over the 180–1000 nm wavelength range. It
also comes with a USB 2.0 interface. The
Newton can monitor the spectroscopy of
dynamic processes in applications such as
Raman (for example, building rapid Raman
scanned images) and astronomy.

The company has also developed dedi-
cated software to interact with the spec-
troscopy chip. The spectroscopic EMCCD
is read out in a mode called full vertical bin-
ning, which generates a spectrum rather
than an image and offers full integration to
Andor’s range of spectrometers. ■
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European Optical Society (EOS) Conference
on Industrial Imaging and Machine Vision:
Technical sessions
Monday 13 June, 9.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.,
room B11
Imaging: Methods, sensors and processing

Tuesday 14 June, 9.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.,
room B11
Shape and pattern recognition

Wednesday 15 June, 9.00 a.m. – 12 noon,
room B11
Imaging in robots

Wednesday 15 June, 1.00 – 5.00 p.m.,
room B11
Machine vision

European Conference on Biomedical Optics
(ECBO): Technical sessions
Sunday 12 June, 4.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 11
Imaging tools I: Hybrid methods

Monday 13 June, 10.30 a.m. – 12.30 p.m.,
room 5
Retinal imaging and ophthalmic applications

Monday 13 June, 1.30 – 4.30 p.m., room 5
Imaging tools II: Microscopy

Monday 13 June, 4.30 – 6.00 p.m., room 5
Polarization sensitive OCT

Wednesday 15 June, 8.30 – 10.00 a.m.,
room 3
Functional optical imaging of the brain
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● Interview: Stéphane Téral
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Anyone interested in how the optical net-
working marketplace has restructured since
the downturn in 2000 should make a point
of hearing Stéphane Téral’s keynote pres-
entation at this year’s FiberComm. As the
managing director of advisory services at
market analyst RHK, Téral will open the
“Optical Market Insights and Perspectives”
session, which begins at 9.00 a.m. on
Tuesday 14 June in Hall B0. Téral’s talk will
be entitled “Reborn from the ashes, a new
telecom era is shaping up”.

What trends have you seen post-bubble?
In 2000, the optical networking market
reached a peak of $30 bn worldwide includ-
ing equipment and components. We bot-
tomed out in 2003 at around $8.3 bn and
have now observed a pick-up that has pro-
pelled 2004 to $9.8 bn. We are seeing only
moderate growth, but at least the industry is
growing again now.

In a downturn you need consolidation and
liquidation, and we have seen both. The first
thing we saw was thousands of people being
laid off. The big vendors were able to
achieve margins of around 40% on average
in 2004. It looks like they restructured and
reorganized pretty fast from losing money

to getting back into the black.
The people who did not manage to

achieve that are those developing, manu-
facturing and selling optical components.
The best of them have operating margins of
5 to 10%, but many of them have operating
margins of –20%. Consolidation has not
really happened at the component level –
there are still too many component players.

Is more consolidation required at the
component level?
Yes, because manufacturing capacity is still
too high. Manufacturing plants are currently
running at 25% capacity at best, and since

you cannot increase the selling price, elim-
inating the surplus of capacity remains the
only way to fix the issue.

What do component makers have to do
to survive?
The big problem with manufacturing opti-
cal components is that it is still very labour-
intensive. Many component vendors have
offshored manufacturing to Asia-Pacific,
and you can expect Asia-Pacific to establish
itself as the centre of the optical component
manufacturing ecosystem for the long term.
More is required to bring the cost of the
components down, but you can’t lay off
more people, because labour is now touch-
ing the bottom and these people are required
to make the components. Atypical western
cost structure was distributed as 30%
labour, 30% capital and 40% material.
Today, a manufacturing plant in China has
managed to bring that cost structure down
to 10% labour, 5% capital and 35% mate-
rial. That clearly means the cost of raw
material has yet to be tackled.

How has the vendor landscape changed?
We used to have Nortel, Lucent, Alcatel and
Siemens, but it is no longer that way. In 2004
you had Alcatel leading the optical net-
working market globally with 15.6% mar-
ket share, followed by Nortel at 11% and
then the rising star Huawei from China at
9.5%. Then you had Fujitsu at 8.4%, Tellabs
at 7.5%, Lucent at 7.4%, Marconi at 6.1%
and Siemens at 5.7%, followed by Cisco at
4.9%, NEC at 4.9%, ZTE at 4.1%, ECI
Telecom at 2.6%, Ciena at 2% and others.
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Changes in the optical networking
landscape and growth technologies
will no doubt be among the hot
topics at FiberComm 2005.
Stéphane Téral of market analyst
RHK gives us an insight into what
visitors can expect to hear.

Stéphane Téral will address delegates at
Fibercomm’s “Optical Market Insights and
Perspectives” session, which kicks off at
9.00 a.m. on Tuesday 14 June in Hall B0.
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Alcatel reinforced its position thanks to a
good customer mix in terms of geography
and types of customers. It also had a lot of
incumbents all over the world. At the end of
the day the incumbents are the ones who
spend the money to maintain the network.
Alcatel benefited from that and was able to
reinforce its market share.

The big losers were Siemens, Marconi
and Lucent. Nortel managed to stay in the
race, but it used to be number one and far
ahead of anyone else.

Which technologies are showing the most
growth?

One segment that is showing growth poten-
tial is next-generation SDH. In 2004,
Europe, the Middle East and Africa ended
the year at $3.2 bn in optical networking,
which is 53% over 2003. This is unbeliev-
able and exceeded our expectations. This is
purely driven by the need to upgrade the
existing SDH base. We saw 88% growth in
next-generation SDH equipment in Europe
during the last quarter of 2004. This is
fuelled by the race to achieve 80% penetra-
tion with DSL in each country in the
European Union, and the opportunity to
launch new services such as IPTV and VoD,
so infrastructures have to be revamped.

Another segment that is doing well is
WDM for metro applications, which is also
being fuelled by DSL. Metro WDM grew
66% in the fourth quarter of 2004. The
companies that are very well positioned in
metro WDM are Nortel, Cisco and ADVA.

We are seeing some interesting develop-
ments for specific equipment like reconfig-
urable optical add/drop multiplexers. As you
put more WDM in the metro network, you
have more wavelengths to manage. In order
to manage these wavelengths efficiently you
need optical add/drop multiplexers. And if
you need even more intelligence, then you
need them to be reconfigurable. ■
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FiberComm 2005 will be co-
located with LASER 2005. World of
Photonics. The event will run from
13–15 June and will comprise both
a conference and an exhibition on
all three days. Both aspects will run
concurrently in Hall B0 of the New
Munich Trade Fair Centre.

The conference and trade show
will cover all aspects of the optical
communications sector, from
components, systems and network
design to test and measurement,
production and network installation.
A full conference programme is
included overleaf.

Day one of the conference
features one full-day and two-half
day tutorials. The full-day tutorial
will cover technologies that the
optical industry will need, from
advanced devices to protocols and
software. Firms such as Marconi,
CoreOptics and Agilent will be
making presentations throughout
the day.

The two half-day tutorials are
entitled “From the Edge to FTTx –
current view and latest innovations”
and “The advanced TCA initiative
catching the Telecom–IT
convergence wave”. Speakers at
these two tutorials include
representatives from Genexis,
Motorola, Siemens, Pinon Horizon

and OptoVia.
Market analysis and opinions on

the state of the optical
communications sector will take
centre stage on the morning of day
two. Stéphane Téral from RHK will
make his presentation at
9.15 a.m., followed by speakers
from CIBC and ElectroniCast. The
remainder of day two will focus on
next-generation network
architectures and applications of
polymer optical fibre.

Delegates attending the morning
sessions on day three will have a
chance to hear about applications
and business models for core and
metro networks, as well as
enterprise networking and services.
This will be followed by an
afternoon session entitled “Network
study – cost-effective evolution of
IP and optics”.

Free time has also been built into
the programme to give delegates a
chance to walk the floors of the

dedicated FiberComm trade show
and visit firms in the LASER 2005.
World of Photonics exhibit who are
showing related products.

The dedicated FiberComm
exhibition features more than 80
firms showcasing the latest
technological breakthroughs and
commercial products. Visitors with
passes for the main LASER 2005.
World of Photonics exhibition will
find their badge also gives them
access to the FiberComm exhibition.
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